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In 1874 Kern published at Leiden a text called the 
Aryabhatlija which claims to be the work of Arya
bhata, and which gives (III, 10) the date of the birth 
of the author as 476 a .d . If these claims can be sub
stantiated, and if the whole work is genuine, the 
text is the earliest preserved Indian mathematical and 
astronomical text bearing the name of an individual 
author, the earliest Indian text to deal specifically 
with mathematics, and the earliest preserved astro
nomical text from the third or scientific period of 
Indian astronomy. The only other text which might 
dispute this last claim is the Suryadddhanta (trans
lated with elaborate notes by Burgess and WTiitney 
in the sixth volume of the Journal of the American 
Oriental Society). The old Suryasiddhanta undoubt
edly preceded Aryabhata, but the abstracts from it 
given early in the sixth century by Varahamihira in 
his Paficasiddhantika show that the preserved text 
has undergone considerable revision and may be later 
than Aryabhata. Of the old PaulUa and Romaka 
Siddhantasy and of the transitional Vdsidha Si- 
ddhanta, nothing has been preserved except the short 
abstracts given by Varahamihira. The names of sev
eral astronomers who preceded Aryabhata, or who 
were his contemporaries, are known, but nothing has 
been preserved from their writings except a few brief 
fragments.

The Aryabhatlya, therefore, is of the greatest im-
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portaiice in the history of Indian mathematics and 
astronomy. The second section, which deals with 
mathematics (the Ganitapuda), has been translated 
by Rodet in the Journal asialique (1S79), I, 393- 
434, and by Kaye in the Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengalf 190S, pages 111-41. Of the rest of the work 
no translation has appeared, and only a few of the 
stanzas have been discussed. The aim of this work is 
to give a complete translation of the Aryabhatlya with 
references to some of the most important parallel 
passages which may be of assistance for further study. 
The edition of Kern mnkes no pretense of giving a 
really critical text of the Aryabhatlya. It gives merely 
the text which the sixteenth-century commentator 
Paramesvara had before him. There are several un
certainties about this text. Especially noteworthy is 
the considerable gap after IV, 44, which is discussed 
by Kern (pp. v-vi). The names of other commenta
tors have been noticed by Bibhutibhusan Datta in 
the Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, 
XVIII (1927), 12. All available manuscripts of the 
text should be consulted, all the other commentators 
should be studied, and a careful comparison of the 
Aryabhatlya with the abstracts from the old si- 
ddhantas given by Varahamihira, with the Suryasi- 
ddhanta, with the Sisyadhlvrddhida of Lalla, and with 
the Brahmasphutasiddhanta and the Khandakhadyaka 
of Brahmagupta should be made. All the later quota
tions from Aryabhata, especially those made by the 
commentators on Brahmagupta and Bhaskara, should 
be collected and verified. Some of those noted by 
Colebrooke do not seem to fit the published Arya-
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bhatlya. If so, were they based on a lost work of 
Aryabhata, on the work of another Aryabhata, or 
were they based on later texts composed by followers 
of Aryabhata rather than on a work by Aryabhata 
himself? Especially valuable would be a careful study 
of Prthudakasvamin or Caturvedacarya, the eleventh- 
century commentator on Bralimagupta, who, to judge 
from Sudhakara’s use of him in his edition of the 
Brdhmasphutasidclhdnta, frequently disagrees with 
Brahmagupta and upholds Aryabhata against Brah
magupta's criticisms.

The present translation, wdth its brief notes, 
makes no pretense at completeness. It is a prelimi
nary study based on inadequate material. Of several 
passages no translation has been given or only a ten
tative tianslation has been suggested. A year’s work 
in India with unpublished manuscript material and 
the help of competent pundits would be required for 
the production of an adequate translation. I have 
thought it better to publish the material as it is rather 
than to postpone publication for an indefinite period. 
The present translation will have served its purpose 
if- it succeeds in attracting the attention of Indian 
scholars to the problem, arousing criticism, and en
couraging them to make available more adequate 
manuscript material.

There has been much discussion as to whether the 
name of the author should be spelled Aryabhata or 
Aryabhatta.* Bhata means “ hireling,”  “ mercenary,”

* See especially Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1S65, pp. 
392-93; Journal asiatique (ISSO), II, 473-Sl; Sudhakara DyivedI, 
Gai^alarangini, p, 2.
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“ warrior,”  and bhalla means “ learned man,”  “ schol
ar.”  Aryabhatta is the spelling which would natural
ly be expected, tiowever, all the metrical evidence 
seems to favor the spelling with one t. It is claimed 
by some that the metrical evidence is inclusive, that 
bhata has been substituted for bhalta for purely 
metrical reasons, and does not prove that Arya
bhata is the correct spelling. It is pointed out that 
Kern gives the name of the commentator w'hom he 
edited as Paramadisvara. The name occurs in this 
form in a stanza at the beginning of the text and 
in another at the end, but in the prose colophons at 
the ends of the first three sections the name is given 
as Paramesvara, and this doubtless is the correct form. 
However, until more definite historical or metrical 
evidence favoring the spelling Aryabhatta is produced 
I prefer to keep the form Aryabhata.

The Aryahhatlya is divided into four sections 
which contain in all only 123 stanzas. It is not a com
plete and detailed working manual of mathematics 
and astronomy. It seems rather to be a brief descrip
tive work intended to supplement matters and proc
esses which were generally known and agreed upon, 
to give only the most distinctive features of Arya
bhata’s own system. Many commonplaces and many 
simple processes are taken for granted. For instance, 
there are no rules to indicate the method of calculat- 

• ing the ahargana and of finding the mean places of the 
planets. But rules are given for calculating the true 
places from the mean places by applying certain cor
rections, although even here there is no statement of
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the method by which the corrections themselves arc 
to be calculated. It is a descriptive summary rather 
than a full working manual like the later i'ara/ia- 
granthas or the Suryasiddhania in its present form. 
It is questionable whether Aryabhata himself com
posed another treatise, a karanagrantha which might 
ser\'e directl}’- as a basis for practical calculation, or 
whether his methods were confined to oral tradition 
handed down in a school.

Brahmagupta* implies knowledge of two works by 
Arj'abhata, one giving three hundred sdvana dâ ŝ in 
a yuga more than the other, one beginning the yuga 
at sunrise, the other at midnight. He does not seem 
to treat these as works of two different Aryabhatas. 
This is corroborated by Pancasiddhantika, XV, 20: 
“ Aryabhata maintains that the beginning of the day 
is toi be reckoned from midnight at Lanka; and the 
same teacher [sa eva] again says that the day begins 
from sunrise at Lanka.”  Brahmagupta, however, 
names only the Dasagltika and the Arydsiasata as the 
works of Aryabhata, and these constitute our Arya- 
hhatlya. But the word audayikatantra of Brahma- 
sphutasiddhanta, XI, 21 and the w'ords audayika and 
drdharatrika of X I, 13-14 seem to imply that Brahma
gupta is distinguishing between two works of one 
Aryabhata. The published Aryabhatiya (I, 2) begins 
the yuga at sunrise. The other work may not have 
been named or criticized by Brahmagupta because of 
the fact that it followed orthodox tradition.

Alberuni refers to two Aryabhatas. His later
 ̂Brahmasphu^asiddhanta, XI, o and 13-14.
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Aryabhata (of Kusumapura) cannot be the later 
Aryabhata who was the author of the Mahasiddhanta. 
The many quotations given by Alberuni prove con
clusively that his second Aryabhata was identical 
with the author of our Aryabhatiya (of Kusumapura 
as stated at II, 1). Either there was a still earlier 
Aryabhata or Alberuni mi&takenly treats the author 
of our Aryabhatiya as two persons. If this author 
really composed two works which represented two 
slightly different points of view it is easy to explain 
Alberuni’s mistake.*

The published text begins with 13 stanzas, 10 of 
which give in a peculiar alphabetical notation and in 
a very condensed form the most important numerical 
elements of Aryabhata’s system of astronomy. In 
ordinary language or in numerical \vords the material 
would have occupied at least four times as many 
stanzas. This section is named DasagiHkasutra in the 
concluding stanza of the section. This final stanza, 
which is a sort of colophon; the first stanza, which is 
an invocation and which states the name of the 
author; and a paribhdsd stanza, which explains the 
peculiar alphabetical notation which is to be em
ployed in the following 10 stanzas, are not counted. 
I see nothing suspicious in the discrepancy as Kaye 
does. There is no more reason for questioning the 
authenticity of the paribhdsd stanza than for ques
tioning that of the invocation and colophon. Kaye

* For a discussion of the whole problem of the two or three .Vrj*a- 
bhatas sec Kaye, Bibliotheca mathcmatica, X , 2S9, and Bibhutibhusan 
Datta, Bullctin.of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, XVII (192G), 59.
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would like to elimlruite it .-incc it seems to furnish 
evidence for Aryabhata’s knowledge of place-value. 
Nothing is gained by doing so since Lalla gives in 
numerical words the most important numerical ele
ments of Aryabhata without change, and even with
out this paribhdsd stanza the rationale of the alpha- 
b<0tical notation in general could be worked out and 
just as satisfactory evidence of place-value furnished; 
Further, Brahmagupta {BrdhmaspJmtasiddhdnta, XI, 
8) names the DasagUika as the work of Aryabhata, 
gives direct quotations (XI, 5; I, 12 and XI, 4; XI, 
17) of stanzas 1, 3, and 4 of our DasagTtikaj and XI, 
15 (although corrupt) almost certainly contains a 
quotation of stanza 5 of our Dasagitika. Other stanzas 
are clearly referred to but without direct quotations.. 
Most of the Dasagitika as we have it can be proved 
to be earlier than Brahmagupta (62S a.d.).

The second section in 33 stanzas deals with 
mathematics. The third section in 25 stanzas is 
called Kdlakriyd, or “ The Reckoning of Time.” The 
fourth section in 50 stanzas is called Gofa, or “ The 
Sphere.”  Together they contain 108 stanzas.

The Brahmasputasiddhanta of Brahmagupta was 
composed in 628 a .d., just 129 years after the Anja- 
hhatiya, if we accept 499 a .d., the date given in III, 
10, as being actually the date of composition of that 
work. The eleventh chapter of the Brdhrnasphuta- 
siddhdnta, which is called “ Tantraparlksa,” and is 
devoted to severe criticism of previous works on 
astronomy, is chiefly devoted to criticism of Arya
bhata. In this chapter, and in other parts of his work.
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Brahmagupta refers to Aryabhata some sixty times. 
Most of these passages contain very general criticism 
of Aryabhata as departing from smrti or being igno
rant of astronomy, but for some 30 stanzas it can be 
shown that the identical stanzas or stanzas of iden
tical content were known to Brahmagupta and 
ascribed to Aryabhata. In X I, 8 Brahmagupta names 
the Arydstasata as the work of Aryabhata, and X I, 
43, jdndiy ekam api yato ndryabhato ganitakdlago- 
Idndm, seems to refer to the three sections of our 
Arydstasata. These three sections contain exactly 
108 stanzas. No stanza from the section on mathe
matics has been quoted or criticized by Brahma
gupta, but it is hazardous to deduce from that, as 
Kaye does,  ̂ that this section on mathematics is 
spurious and is a much later addition.^ To satisfy the 
conditions demanded by Brahmagupta’s name Aryd
stasata there must have been in the work of Arya
bhata known to him exactly 33 other stanzas forming 
a more primitive and less developed mathematics, or 
these 33 other stanzas must have been astronomical 
in character, either forming a separate chapter or 
scattered through the present third and fourth sec
tions. This seems to be most unlikely. I doubt the 
validity of Kaye’s contention that the Ganitapada was 
later than Brahmagupta. His suggestion that it is by 
the later Aryabhata who was the author of the 
Mahasiddhanta (published in the “ Benares Sanskrit

* Op. dl., X, 291-92.
* For criticism of Kaye see Bibhutibhusan Datta, op. cit., 

XVIII (1927), 5.
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Series” and to be ascribed to the tenth century or 
even later) is impossible, as a comparison of the two 
texts would have shown,

I feel justified in assuming that the Aryahharuja 
on the whole is genuine. It is, of course, possible that 
at a later period some few stanzas may have been 
changed in wording or even supplanted by other 
stanzas. Noteworthy is I, 4, of which the true reading 
hhuh, as preserved in a quotation of Brahmagupta, 
has been changed by Paramesvara or by some pre
ceding commentator to bham in order to eliminate 
Aryabhata’s theory of the rotation of the Eatth.

Brahmagupta criticizes some astronomical mat
ters in which Aryabhata is wrong or in regard to which 
Aryabhata’s method differs from his own, but his 
bitterest and most frequent criticisms are directed 
against points in which Aryabhata was an innovator 
and differed from smrti or tradition. Such criticism 
would not arise in regard to mathematical matters 
which had nothing to do with theological tradition. 
The silence of Brahmagupta here may merely indicate 
that he found nothing to criticize or thought criticism 
unnecessary. Noteworthy is the fact that Brahma
gupta does not give rules for the volume of a pju’amid 
and for the volume of a sphere, which are both given 
incorrectly by Aryabhata (II, 6-7). This is as likely 
to prove ignorance of the true values on Brahma
gupta’s part as lateness of the rules of Aryabhata. 
WTiaf other rules of the Ganitapdda coxild be open to 
adverse criticism? On the positive side may be 
pointed out the very close correspondence in teriiii-
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nology and expression between the fuller text of 
Brahmagupta, XVIII, 3-5 and the more enigmatical 
text of Aryobhataja, II, 32-33, in their statements of 
the famous Indian method (kuUaka) of solving inde
terminate equations of the first degree. It seems prob
able to me that Brahmagupta had before him these 
two stanzas in their present form. It must be left to 
the mathematicians to decide which of the two rules 
is earlier.

The only serious internal discrepancy which I have 
been able to discover in the Aryabhatiya is the follow
ing. Indian astronomy, in general, maintains that the 
Earth is stationary and that the heavenly bodies 
revolve about it, but there is evidence in the Arya- 
bhatlya itself and in the accounts of Aryabhata given 
by later w'riters to prove that Aryabhata- maintained 
that the Earth, which is situated in the center of 
space, revolves on its axis, and that the asterisms are 
stationary. Later writers attack him bitterly on this 
point. Even most of his owm follow^ers, notably Lalla, 
refused to follow him in this matter and reverted to 
the common Indian tradition. Stanza IV, 9, in spite 
of Paramesvara, must be interpreted as maintaining 
that the asterisms are stationary and that the Earth 
revolves. And yet the very next stanza (IV, 10) seems 
to describe a stationary Earth around which the 
asterisms revolve. Quotations by Bhattotpala, the Va- 
sanavarttika, and the Maiici indicate that this stanza 
was known in its present form from the eleventh cen
tury on. Is it capable of some different interpreta
tion? Is it intended merely as a statement of the
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popular view? Has its wording been changed as has 
been done with I, 4? I see at present no satisfactory 
solution of the problem.

Colebrooke^ gives calurviyhsalij amsais cakram 
vhhayalo gacchet as a quotation by Munlsvara from 
the Aryastasata of Aryabhata. This would indicate a 
knowledge of a libration of the equinoxes. No such 
statement is found in our Arydstasala. The quotation 
should be verified in the unpublished text in order 
to determine whether Colebrooke was mistaken or 
whether we are faced by a real discrepancy. The 
words are not found in the part of the MarTci which 
has already been published in the Pandit.

The following problem also needs elucidation. Al
though Brahmagupta (XI, 43-44) 

janaty ekam api yato naryabhato ganitakalagolanam { 
na maya proktarii tatab prthak pfthag du§anany e§am |I 
aryabhatadu§apa,nam sariikhya vakturh na sakyate yasmat ] 
tasmad ayam uddeso buddhimataiiyani yojyani [|

sums up his criticism of Aryabhata in the severest 
possible way, yet at the beginning of his Khanda- 
khadyaka, a karanagrantha which has recently been 
edited by Babua Misra Jyotishacharyya (University 
of Calcutta, 1925), we find the statement vaksydmi 
khan^dakhadyakam deary dry abhatatulyaphalayn. It is 
curious that Brahmagupta in his Khandakhadyaka 
should use such respectful language and should follow 
the authority of an author who was damned so un
mercifully by him in the Tantrapariksd of his Brahma- 
sphutasiddhanta. Moreover, the elements of the Khan-

*■ Miscellaneous Essays, II, 378.
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dakhadyaka seem to differ much from those of th- 
Aryabhallya.^ Is this to be taken as an indication 
that Brahmagupta here-is following an older and a dif
ferent Aryabhata? If so the Brdhmasphulasiddhdnta 
gives no clear indication of the fact. Or is he fol
lowing another work by the same Aryabhata? Ac
cording to Drk§it,- the Khandakhadyaka agrees in all 
essentials with the old form of the Silryasiddhanta 
rather than with the Brahmasphutasiddhanta. Just as 
Brahmagupta composed two different w'orks so 
Aryabhata may have composed tw'O works w’hich 
represented two different points of view. The second 
work may have been cast in a traditional mold, ma}' 
have been based on the old Suryasiddhdnta, or have 
formed a commentary upon it.

The Mahasiddhanta of another Aryabhata ŵ ho 
lived in the tenth century or later declares (XIII, 14): 

vrddharyabhataproktat siddhantad yan mahakalat (
pathair gatam ucchedam visc§itarii tan maya svoktya ||

But this Mahasiddhanta differs in so many particulars 
from the Aryabhatiya that it is difficult to believe that 
the author of the Aryabhatiya can be the one referred 
to as Vrddharyabhata unless he had composed an
other work which differed in many particulars from 
the Aryabhatiya. The matter needs careful investiga
tion.®

‘ Cf. Pancasiddhdnlika, p. xx, and Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathe
matical Society, XVII (1920j, 69.

* As reported by Thibaut, Astroriomie, Astrologie und Mathematik, 
pp. 55, 50.

*See Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society, XVII (1926), 
66-67, for a brief discussion.
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This monograph is based upon work done with me 
at the University of Cliicago some five years ago by 
Baidyanath Sastri for the degree of A.M. So much 
additional material has been added, so many changes 
have been made, and so many of the vdews expressed 
would be unacceptable to him that I have not felt 
justified in placing his name, too, upon the title-page 
as joint-author and thereby making him responsible 
for many things of which he might not approve.

Harvard University 
April, 1929

While reading the final page-proof I learned of 
the publication by Prabodh Chandra Sengupta of a 
translation of the Aryabhatlya in the Journal of the 
Department of Letters {Calcutta University), XVI 
(1927). Unfortunately it has not been possible to 
make use of it in the present publication.

April, 1930
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CHAPTER I

d a Ba g I t i k a  o r  t h e  t e n
G iTI STANZAS

A. Having paid reverence to Brahman, who is one (in causal
ity, as the creator of the universe, but) many (in his manifesta
tions), the true deity, the Supreme Spirit, Aryabhata sets forth 
three things: mathematics \ganita], the reckoning of time 
[fcafofcnya], and the sphere [gofa].

Baidyanath suggests that salya devatd may denote 
Sarasvatl, the goddess of learning. For' this I can 
find no support, and therefore follow the commen
tator Paramesvara in translating “ the true deity,” 
God in the highest sense of the w'ord, as referring to 
Prajapati, Pitamaha, Svayambhu, the lower indi
vidualized Brahman, who is so called as being the 
creator of the universe and above all the other gods. 
Then this lower Brahman is identified with the higher 
Brahman as being only an individualized manifestar 
tion of the latter. As Paramesvara remarks, the use 
of the word kam seems to indicate that Aryabhata 
based his work on the old Pitamahasiddhanta. Sup
port for this view is found in the concluding stanza 
of our text (IV, 50), dryabhatiyarh ndmnd pi'irvam 
svdyambhuvani sadd sad yat. However, as shown by 
Thibaut^ and Kharegat,^ there is a close connection 
between Aryabhata and the old Suryasiddhdnta. At

 ̂Pahcasiddhanlika, pp. xviii, xxvii.
* XI X,  129-31.

1

present the evidence is too scanty to allow us to 
specify the sources from which Aryabhata drew.

The stanza has been translated by Fleet.‘ As 
pointed out first by Bhau DajI,- a passage of Brahma
gupta (XII, 43), jdndty ekam api yalo ridryabhato 
ganitakdlagoldndm, seems to refer to the Ganitapdda, 
the Kdlakriyapada, and the Golapdda of our Arya- 
bhatlya (see also Bibhutibhusan Datta).^ Since 
Brahmagupta (XI, 8) names the Dasagllika and the 
Arydstasata (108 stanzas) as works of Aryabhata, and 
since the three words of X I, 43 refer in order to the 
last three sections of the Aryabhatiya (which contain 
exactly 108 stanzas), their occurrence there in this 
order seems to be due to more than mere coincidence. 
As Fleet remarks,^ Aryabhata here claims specifically 
as his work only three chapters. But Brahmagupta 
(628 A.D.) actually quotes at least three passages of 
our Dasagltika and ascribes it to Aryabhata. There 
is no good reason for refusing to accept it as part of 
Aryabhata’s treatise.

B. Beginning with ka the varga letters (are to be used) in the 
varga places, and the avarga letters (are to be used) in the avarga 
places. Fa is equal to the sum of no and ma. The nine vowels 
(are to be used) in two nines of places varga and avarga. Navdntya- 
varge vd.

Aryabhata’s system of expressing numbers by 
means of letters has been discussed by Whish,® by

^JRAS, 1911, pp. 114-15. * BCMS, XVIII (1927), 16.
» Ibid., 1865, p. 403. * JRAS, 1911, pp. 115, 125.
* Transactions of the Literary Society of Madras, I (1827), 54, 

translated with additional notes by Jacquet, JA (1835), II, 118.
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Iirockhaus,* by Kern,- by Barth,’ by Rodet,’ by 
Iv'.ye,  ̂by Fleet,® by Sarada Kanta Ganguly,^ and by 
Siikiimar Ranjan Das.® I have not had access to the 
Vrlhiinr Itihdsa of Durgadas Lahiri.®

The words varga and avarga seem to refer to the 
Iiulian method of extracting the square root, which 
is described in detail by Rodet'“ and by Avadhesh 
Narayan Singh.“  I cannot agree with Kaye’s state- 
ment ’̂ that the rules given by Aryabhata for the 
extraction of square and cube roots (II, 4-5) “ are 
perfectly general (i.e., algebraical)” and apply to all 
arithmetical notations, nor with his criticism of the 
foregoing stanza: “ Usually the texts give a verse 
explaining this notation, but this explanatory vCrse 
is not Aryabhata’s.” ’̂ Sufficient evidence has not been 
adduced by him to prove either assertion.

The varga or “ square” places are the first, third, 
fifth, etc., counting from the right. The avarga or 
“ non-square”  places are the second, fourth, sixth, 
etc., counting from the right. The words varga and 
avarga seem to be used in this sense in II, 4. There 
is no good reason for refusing to take them in the same 
sense here. As applied to the Sanskrit alphabet the 
varga letters referred to here are those from k to m,

* Zeilschrifl fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, IV, 81.
*JRAS, 1SG3, p. 3S0. ' IHQ, III, 110.
* CEuitw, III, 182. »III, 332ff.
*JA (1880), II, 440. “  Op. oil. (1879), I, 406-8.

1907, p. 478. “  BCMS. X Y lll  (1927), 128
*Op cU., 1911, p. 109. “  Op. cil., 1908, p. 120.
* BC.MS, XVII (1926), 195. “  Ibid., p. 118.
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which are arranged in five groups of five letters each. 
-The avarga letters arc those from y to h, which are 
not so arranged in groups. The phrase “ beginning 
with A:a”  is necessary because the vowels also are 
divided into vargas or “ groups.”

Therefore the vowel a used in varga and avarga 
places with varga and avarga lette'rs refers the varga 
letters A; to w to the first varga place, the unit place, 
multiplies them by 1. The vowel a used with the 
avarga letters y to h refers them to the first avarga 
place, the place of ten’s, multiplies them by 10. In 
like manner the vowel i refers the letters k to m to 
the second varga place, the place of hundred’s, multi
plies them by 100. It refers the avarga letters y to h 
to the second ayar^o place, the place of thousand’s, 
multiplies them by 1,000. And so on with the other 
seven vowels up to the ninth varga and avarga places. 
From Aryabhata’s usage it is clear that the vowels to 
be employed are a, i, u, r, I, e, ai, o, and au. No 
distinction is made between long and short vow'els.

From Aryabhata’s usage it is clear that the letters 
k to m have the values of 1-25. The letters y to h 
would have the values of 3-10, but since a short a is 
regarded as inherent in a consonant when no other 
vowel sign is attached and when the virdma is not 
used, and since short o refers the avarga letters to the 
place of ten’s, the signs ya, etc., really have the values 
of 3(K100.^ The vowels themselves have no numerical 
values. They merely serve to refer the consonants 
(which do have numerical values) to certain places.

* See Sarada Kanta Ganguly, op. cit., XVII (1926), 202.
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The last clause, which has been left untranslated, 
l Ucrs great difTiqulty. The commentator Paraincsvara 
takes it as affording a method of expressing still 
)»i.:hcr numbers by attaching anusvdra or visarga to 
the vowels and using them in nine further varga (and 
cKirga) places. It is doubtful whether the word 
cuirga can be so supplied in the compound. Fleet 
would translate “ in the varga place after the nine”  
as giving directions for referring a consonant to the 
nineteenth place. In view of the fact that the plural 
subject must carry over into this clause Fleet’s in
terpretation seems to be impossible., Fleet suggests as 
an alternate interpretation the emendation of vd to 
bm. But, as explained above, au refers h to the 
eighteenth place. It would run to nineteen places only 
when expressed in digits. There is no reason w'-hy such 
a statement should be made in the rule. Rodet 
translates (without rendering the word nava), “ (sep- 
nreincnt) ou k un groupe termini par un varga ”  That 
is to say, the clause has nothing to do with the ex
pression of numbers beyond the eighteenth place, 
but merely states that the vowels may be attached 
to the consonants singlj* as gara or to a group of con
sonants as gra, in which latter case it is to be under- 
.*>:tood as applying to each consonant in the group. So 
giri or gri and guru or gru. Such, indeed, is Arya
bhata’s usage, and such a statement is really nec
essary in order to avoid ambiguity, but the words do 
not seem to warrant the translation given by Rodet. 
If the words can mean “ at the end of a group,’ ’ and 
if nava can be taken with what precedes, Rodet’s in

terpretation is acceptable. However, I know no other 
passage which would wan ant such a translation of 
antyavarge.

Sarada Kanta Ganguly translates, “ [Those] nine 
[vowels] [should be used] in higher places in a similar 
manner.” -It is possible for vd to have the sense of 
“ beliebig,”  “ fakultativ,” and for nava to be sepa
rated from antyavarge, but the regular meaning of 
antya is “ the last.”  It has the sense of “ the following” 
only at the end of a compound, and the dictionar}' 
giv'es only one example of that usage. If navdntyavarge 
is to be taken as a compound, the translation “ in the 
group following the nine”  is all right. But Ganguly’s 
translation of antyavarge can be maintained only if he 
produces evidence to prove that antya at the begin
ning of a compound can mean “ the following.”

If nava is to be separated from antyavarge it is 
possible to take it with what precedes and to trans
late, “ The vowels (are to be used) in two nine’s of 
places, nine in varga places and nine in avarga places,”  
but antyavarge vd remains enigmatical.

The translation must remain uncertain until 
further evidence bearing on the meaning of antya 
can be produced. TMiatever the meaning may be, the 
passage is of no consequence for the numbers actually 
dealt with by Aryabhata in this treatise. The largest 
number used, by Aryabhata himself (1 ,1) runs to only 
ten places.

Rodet, Barth, and some others would translate “ in 
the two nine's of zero’s,” instead of “ in the two nine’s 
of places.”  That is to say, each vowel would serve to
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a'ltl tuo zero’s to the numerical value of the con- 
N»n:int. This, of course, will work from the vowel i 
on, but the vowel a does not add two zero’s. It adds 
no zero’s or one zero depending on whether it is used 
with larga or avarga letters. The fact that khachi- 
mnake is amplified by varge v̂arge'is an added difficulty 
to the translation “ zero.”  It seems to me, therefore, 
preferable to take the word kha in the sense of “ space” 
or better “ place.”  ̂ Later the word kha is one of the 
commonest words for “ zero,”  but it is still disputed 
whether a symbol for zero w’as actually in use in 
Aryabhata’s time. It is possible that computation 
may have been made on a board ruled into columns. 
Only nine symbols may have been in use and a blank 
column may have served to represent zero.

There is no evidence to indicate the way in which 
the actual calculations were made, but it seems cer
tain to me that Aryabhata could write a number in 
signs which had no absolutely fi.xed values in them
selves but which had value depending on the places 
occupied by them (mounting by powers of 10). Com
pare II, 2, where in giving the names of classes of 
numbers he uses the e.xpression sthdndt sthdnam 
da^dgumm &ydt, “ from place to place each is ten times 
the preceding.”

There is nothing to prove that the actual calcula
tion was made by means of these letters. It is prob
able that Aryabhata was not inventing a numerical 
notation to be used in calculation but was devising 
a system by means of which he might express large,

* Cf. Fleet, op. cit., 1911, p. 116.
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unwieldy numbers in verse in a very brief form.' 
The alphabetical notation is employed only in the 
Dasagitika. In other parts of the treatise, where only 
a few numbers of small size occur, the ordinary words 
which denote the numbers are employed.

As an illustration of Aryabhata’s alphabetical 
notation take the number of the revolutions of the 
Moon in a yuga (I, 1), wdiich is expressed by the word 
cayagiyihumchlr. Taken syllable by syllable this 
gives the numbers 6 and 30 and 300 and 3,000 and 
60,000 and 700,000 and 7,000,000 and 50,000,000. 
That is to say, 57,753,330. It happens here that the 
digits are given in order from right to left, but they 
may be given in reverse order or in any order ŵ hich 
will make the syllables fit into the meter. It is hard 
to believe that such a descriptive alphabetical nota
tion was not based on a place-value notation.

This stanza, as being a technical paribhdsd stanza 
which indicates the system of notation employed in 
the Dasagitika, is not counted. The invocation and 
the colophon are not counted. There is no good reason 
why the thirteen stanzas should not have been named 
Dasagitika (as they are named by Aryabhata himself 
in stanza C) from the ten central stanzas in Giti 
meter which give the astronomical elements of the 
system. The discrepancy offers no firm support to the 
contention of Kaye that this stanza is a later addition. 
The manuscript referred to by Kaye^ as containing 
fifteen instead of thirteen stanzas is doubtless com-

»See 7A (1880), II, 454, and BCMS, XVII (1926), 201.
» Op. a/., 1908, p. 111.
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joiraMc to the one referred to by Bhfiu Daji* as having 
i;.\o introductory stanzas “ evidently an after-addi
tion, and not in the Aryii metre.”

1. In a yitga the revolutions of the Sun are 4,320,000, of the 
.'»7,7.33,330, of the Earth easUvard 1,582,237,500, of Saturn

150,.',01, of . Jupiter 364,224, of ?v[ars 2,296,824, of Mercurj' and 
Wnii.' the same as those of the Sun.

2. of the apsis of the Moon 488,219, of (the conjunction of) 
MtTcur>* 17,937,020, of (the conjunction of) Venus 7,022,358, of

conjunctions of) the others the same as those of the Sun, of 
tl.c node of the Moon westward 232,226 starting at the beginning 
of Mc^a at sunrise on Wednesday at Lanka.

The so-called revolutions of the Earth seem to 
refer to the rotation of the Earth on its axis. The 
iminbcr given corresponds to the number of sidereal 
days usually reckoned in a yuga. Paramesvara, who 
follows the normal tradition of Indian astronomy 
and believes that the Earth is stationary', tries to 
prove that here and in IV, 9 (which he quotes) 
.\ryabhata does not really mean to say that the Earth 
rotates. His effort to bring Aryabhata into agreement 
with the views of most other Indian astronomers 
.‘̂ oems to be misguided ingenuity. There is no warrant 
for treating the revolutions of the Earth given here 

• :ls based on false knowledge {mithijdjhana), which 
causes the Earth to seem to move eastward because 
of the actual westward movement of the planets (see 
note to I, 4).

In stanza 1 the syllable $u in the phrase which 
gives the revolutions of the Earth is a misprint for 
lu as given correctly in the commentary.®

yibid., IS60, p. 397. * See ibid,, 1911, p. 122 n.
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Here and elsewhere in the DdsagUika words are 
used in their stem form without declensional endings.

Lalla {Madhyamadhikdra, 3-6, 8) gives the same 
numbers for the revolutions of the planets, and differs 
only in giving “ revolutions of the asterisms” instead 
of “ revolutions of the Earth.”

The Suryasiddhanta (I, 29-34) shows slight varia
tions (see Pancasiddhdniikd, pp. xviii-xix, and 
Kharegat* for the closer relationship of Aryabhata 
to the*old Suryasiddhanta).

Bibhutibhusaii Datta,® in criticism of the number 
of revolutions of the planets reported by Alberuni (II, 
16-19), remarks that the numbers given for the 
revolutions of Venus and Mercury really refer to the 
revolutions of their apsides. It would be more accu
rate to say “ conjunctions.”

Alberuni (I, 370, 377) quotes from a book of 
Brahmagupta’s which he calls Critical Research on the 
Basis of the Canons a number for the civil days accord
ing to Aryabhata. This corresponds to the number of 
sidereal days given above (cf. the number of sidereal 
days given by Brahmagupta [I, 22]).

Compare the figures for the number of revolutions 
of the planets given by Brahmagupta (1 ,15-21) which 
differ in detail and include figures for the revolutions 
of the apsides and nodes. Brahmagupta (I, 61) 
akrtaryabhatab sighragam induccaih patam alpagara svagateli | 
tithyantagrahananarii ghunak§arani tasya satiivadah ([

criticizes the numbers given by Aryabhata for the 
revolutions of the apsis and node of the Moon.^

» JBBRAS, XVIII, 129-31. * BCMS, X V ll (192G), 71.
*See further Bragma/^ipta (V, 25) and Alberuni (I, 376).
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Brahmagupta (II, 4G-47) remark.'. :iiat according 
to Aryabhata all the planets were not at the first point 
of Mesa at the beginning of the yuga, I do not know 
on what evidence this criticism is basedd

Brahmagupta (XI, 8) remarks that according to 
the Aryasiasata the nodes move w’hile according to 
the DasagUika the nodes (excepting that of the Moon) 
are fixed:

firyaijtasate pata bhramanti dasagitike sthiruh patalj | 
muktvendupatam apamandale bhramanti sthira natal?. H

This refers to I, 2 and IV, 2. Aryabhata (̂ I, 7) gives 
the location, at the time-his work was composed, of 
the apsides and nodes of all the planets, and (I, 7 and 
IV, 2) implies a knowledge of their motion. But he 
gives figures only for the apsis and node of the ]\Ioon. 
This may be due to the fact that the numbers are so 
small that he thought them negligible for his purpose. 

Brahmagupta (XI, 5) quotes stanza 1 of our text:
j'ug.'ira\'ibhaganahi khyughriti yat proktam tat tayor yugaih 

spa§tara J
triiatl ravyudayanam tadantaram hetuna kena. ([* *

* See SHryasiddhdnta, pp. 27-28, and JRAS, 1911, p. 49-1.
 ̂ * Cf. JRAS, 1865, p. 401. This implies, as Sudhakara says, that
Brahmagupta knew two works by Aryabhata each giving the revolu
tions of the Sun as 4,320,000 but one reckoning 300 sdvana days more 
than the other. Cf. Kharegat (op. cit., X IX , 130). Is the reference to 
another book by the author of our treatise or was there another 
earlier Ary-abhata? Brahmagupta (XI, 13-14) further implies that 
he knew two works by an author named Aryabhata in one of which 
the yuga began at sunrise, in the other at midnight (see JRAS, 
1S63, p. 3U ; JBBRAS, XIX, 130-31; 5, 1911, p. 494; IHQ, IV,
506). At any rate, Brahmagupta docs not imply knowledge of a 
second .\ryabhata. For the whole problem of the two or three Arya
bhatas see Kaye (Bibl. math., X, 289) and Bibhutibhusan Dutta

3. There arc 14 Manus in a day of Brahman [a kalpa], and 
73 yugas constitute the period of a Manu. Since the beginning 
of this kalpa up to the Thursday of the Bharata battle G Manus, 
27 yugas, and 3 yugapddas have clap.scd.

The word yiigapdda seems to indicate that Arya
bhata divided the yuga into four equal quarters. 
There is no direct statement to this effect, but also 
there is no reference to the traditional method of 
dividing the yuga into four parts in the proportion of 
4, 3, 2, and 1. Brahmagupta and later tradition 
ascribes to Arj^abhata the division of the yuga into 
four equal parts. For the traditional division see 
Suryasiddhanta (I, 18-20, 22-23) and Brahmagupta 
(I, 7-8). For discussion of this and the supposed 
divisions of Aryabhata see Fleet.* Compare III, 10, 
which gives data for the calculation of the date of 
the composition of Aryabhata’s treatise. It is clear 
that the fixed point was the beginning of Aryabhata’s 
fourth yugapada (the later Kaliyuga) at the time of 
the great Bharata battle in 3102 b .c .

Compare Brahmagupta (I, 9)
yugapadan aryabhatas catvari sam5ni Iq-tayugadlni ] 
yad abhihitavaa na te§am smrtyuktasamanam ekam api [[

and X I, 4
firyabhato yugapadaiiis tiin yatan aha.kaliyugSdau yat j 
tasya krtantar yasraat svaj'ugadyantau na tat tasmat {1

(op. cit., XVII 11920], 00-74). The Paticasiddhantika also (XV, 20), 
“ Aryabhata maintains that the beginning of the day is to be reckoned 
from midnight at Lanka.; and the same teacher again says that the 
day begins from sunrise at Lanka,”  ascribes the two theories to one 
Aryabhata.

*Op. cî ., 1911, pp. I l l , 4S6.
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with the commentary of Sudhfikani. Brahmagupta 
(I, 12) quotes stanza I, 3,
mauusandhiih yugarn icchaty aryabhatas tanmanur yatal\ 

skhajoigalj | ,
kalpas caturyuganarti sahasram a?tadhikaiii tasya. |I‘

Brahmagupta (I, 28) refers to the same matter, 
adhikab smrtyuktamanor aiy^abhatoktai caturjaigena manul.\ | 
adhikam vimsarhsayutais tribhir yugais tasya kalpagatam. H

Brahmagupta (XI, 11) criticizes Aryabhata for be
ginning the Kaliyuga with Thursday (see the com
mentary of Sudhakara).

Bhau Daji* first pointed out the paifallels in 
Brahmagupta I, 9 and XI, 4 and X I, 11.*

4. The revolutions of the IMoon (in a yuga) multiplied by 12 
are signs [rdsi].* The signs multiplied by 30 are degrees. The 
degrees multiplied by 60 are minutes. The minutes multiplied 
by 10 are yojanas (of the circumference of the sky). The Earth 
moves one minute in a yrdna} The circumference of the sky (in 
yojanas) divided by the revolutions of a planet in a yuga gives 
the yojanas of the planet’s orbit. The orbit of the Sun is a si.xtieth 
part of the circle of the asterisms.

In translating the words saHrdsayas tha cakram 
I have followed Paramesvara’s interpretation sasinas 
cakram bhagand dvddasagunitd rdsayah. The Sanskrit 
construction is a harsh one, but there is no other way 
of niaking sense. Sasi (without declensional ending) 
is to be separated.

Paramesvara explains the word grahajavo Sls fol-
» Cf. Ill, 8. * Op. cil., 1865, pp. 400-401.
* Cf, Alberuni, I, 370, 373-74.
*A Td§i is a sign of the zodiac or one-twelfth of a circle.
* For prana see III, 2.
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lows: ekapariirtlau grahasya javo gatimdnam yojand- 
tmakaju bhaiati.

The word yojandrii must be taken as given a figure 
in yojanas for the circumference of the sky (dkdsa- 
kaksyd). It works out as 12,474,720,576,000, which is 
the exact figure given by Lalla {Madhyamddhikdra 
13) who was a follower of Aryabhata. Compare 
Suryasiddhanta, XII, 80-82; Brahmagupta, X X I, 
11-12; Bhaskara, Goladhyaya, Bhiivanakosa, 67-69 
and Ganitddhydya, Kaksddhydya, 1-5.

The statemciR of Alberuni (I, 225) wdth regard to 
the followers of Aryabhata,

It is sufHciont for us to know the space which is reached b j’’ 
the solar rays. We do not want the space which is not reached 
by the solar rays, though it be in itself of an enormous e.xtent. 
That wliich is not reached by the rays is not reached by the per
ception of the senses, and that which is not reached by per
ception is not knowablc,

may be based ultimately upon this passage.
The reading hham oi our text must be incorrect. 

It is a reading adopted by Paramesvara who was de
termined to proye that Aryabhata did not teach the 
rotation of the Earth. This passage could not be ex
plained away by recourse to false knowledge {mith' 
ydjndna) as could I, 1 and IV, 9 and therefore was 
changed. The true reading is bhuh, as is proved con
clusively by the quotation of Brahmagupta (XI, 17): 

pranenaiti kalam bhuryadi tarhi kuto vrajet kam adhvanam | 
fivarttanam urvyaicen na patanti samucchrayab kasmat. ||

Compare Brahmagupta (XX I, 59) and Alberuni (I, 
276-77, 280).
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5. A yojrma consists of S,000 times u nr [the liei"iit of a man]. 
The diameter of the Earth is 1,050 yojana.-u Tlic diameter of the 
Sun is 4,410 yojanas. Tlie diameter of the Moon is 315 ynjnnnfi. 
Meru is one yojana. The diameters of Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, 
Saturn, and Mars are one-fifth, one-tenth, one-fifteenth, one- 
twentieth, and one-twenty-fifth of the diameter of the Moon. 
The years of a yuga are equal to the number of revolutions of the 
Sun in a yuga.

As pointed out by Bliau Dajl,^ Brahmagupta (XI, 
15-16) seems to quote from this stanza in his criticism 
of the diameter of the Earth given by Aryabhata 

godasagaviyojana parldhim pratibhuvyasarh pulavadata | 
fitmajnanara khyapitam aniscayas tanikftakanyat Jjl 
bhuvyasasyajnanad vyartharh desantaram tadajhanat | 
sphutatithyantajuanarii tithinasad grahanayor nasab. 11

The text of Brahmagupta is corrupt and must be 
emended. See the commentary of Sudhakara, who 
suggests for the first stanza 

nr§iyojanabhuparidhirh prati bhu\yasarh punar flila vadata | 
atmajnanarh khyapitam aniscayas tatkftavyasab- ll

Lalla {Madhyamadhikara, 56 and Candragrahand- 
dhikdra, 6) gives the same diameters for the Earth 
and the Sun but gives 320 as the diameter of the 
M oon,' and {Grahayutyadhikdra, 2) gives for the 
planets the same fractions of the diameter of the 
Moon.2

Alberuni (I, 168) quotes from Brahmagupta 
Aryabhata’s diameter of the Earth, and a confused

* JRAS, 1865, p. 402.
*Cf. Suryasiddhanta, I, 59; IV, 1; VII, 13-14; Brahmagupta, 

X XI, 32; Kharegat {py. cit., XIX, 132-34, Suryasiddhiirila,
IX, 15-16).
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passage (I, 244—16) quotes Bahibhadra on Arya
bhata's conception of Meru. Its height is said to be 
a yojana. The context of the foregoing stanza seems 
to imply that its diameter is a yojana, as Paramesvara 
takes it. It is probable that its height is to be taken 
as the same.

If Paramesvara is correct in interpreting samdrka- 
samdh as yiigasanid yugdrkabhaganasamd, the nomi
native plural sa?ndh has been contracted after sandhi.

6. The greatest declination of the ecliptic i.s 24 degrees. The 
greatest denation of the Moon from the ecliptic is 41 degrees, of 
Saturn 2 degrees, of Jupiter 1 degree, of Mars degrees, of 
Mercury and Venus 2 degrees. Ninety-six ahgulas or i  hastas 
make 1 nr.

Paramesvara explains the w’ords hhdpakrarno 
grahdmsdh as follows: grahdndm bha amsds catur- 
vimsatibhdgd apakramah. paramdpakrama ity arthah. 
The construction is as strange as that of stanza 4 
above.*

7. The ascending nodes of Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, 
and Saturn having moved (are situated) at 20, 60, 40, 80, and 
100 degrees from the beginning of Me§a. The apsides of the Sun 
and of the above-mentioned planets (in the same order) (are 
situated) at 78, 210, 90, 118, 180, and 236 degrees from the 
beginning of Mc§a.

I have followed Paramesvara’s explanation of 
gatvdrhsakari as uktdn elan evdrhsakdn mesadiio gatvd 
vyavaslhitdh.

In view of IV, 2, “ the Sun and the nodes of the 
planets and of the Moon move constantly along the

* Cf. Suryasiddhanta, I, 68-70 and II, 28;- Brahmagupta, IX, 1 
and XXI, 52.
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ecliptic,” and of I, 2, which gives the number of revo
lutions of the node, of the Moon in a ywja, the word 
galva (“ having gone” ) seems to imply, as Paramc- 
svara saĵ s, a knowledge of the revolution of the nodes 
of the planets and to indicate that Aryabhata in
tended merely to give their positions at the time his 
treatise was composed. The force of gatvd continues 
into the second line and indicates a knowledge of the 
revolutions of the apsides.

Aryabhata gives figures for the revolutions of the 
apsis and node of the Moon. Other siddhantas give 
figures for the revolutions of the nodes and apsides of 
all the planets. These seem to. be based on theory 
rather than on observation since their motion (except 
in the case of the Moon) is so slow that it would take 
several thousand years for them to move so far that 
their motion could easily be detected by ordinary 
methods of observation.^ Aryabhata may have re
frained from giving figures for the revolutions of nodes 
and apsides (except in the case of the Moon) because 
he distrusted the figures given in earlier books as 
based on theory rather than upon accurate observa
tion. Brahmagupta XI, 8 (quoted above to stanza 2) 
remarks in criticism of Aryabhata that in the Dasa- 
gltika the nodes are stationary while in the Aryd- 
stasata they move. This refers to I, 2 and IV, 2. In 
the Dasagitikd only the revolutions of the nodes of 
the Moon are given; in the Arydstasata the nodes and 
apsides are said explicitly to move along the ecliptic. 
In the present stanza the word gatvd seems clearly to

* Cf. Suryasiddhanta, pp. 27-28,
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indicate a knowledge of the motion of the nodes and 
apsides of the other jdancts too. If Aryabhata had 
intended to say merely that the nodes and apsides are 
situated at such-and-such places the word gated is 
superfluous. In a text of such studied brevity every 
word is used with a very definite purpose. It is true 
that Aryabhata regarded the movement of the nodes 
and apsides of the other planets as negligible for pur
poses of calculation, but Brahmagupta’s criticism 
seems to be captious and unjustified (see also Bra
hmagupta, XI, 6-7, and the commentary of Sudha- 
kara to X I, 8). Barth’s criticism^ is too severe.

Lalla {Spa ŝtddhikdra, 9 and 28) gives the same 
positions for the apsides of the Sun and five planets 
(see also Pancasiddhdnlikd, XVII, 2).

For the revolutions of the nodes and apsides see 
Brahmagupta, 1 ,19-21, and Suryasiddhdnta, 1 ,41-44, 
and note to I, 44.

8. Divided by 41 the epicycles of the apsides of the Moon, 
the Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn (in the first 
and third quadrants) are 7, 3, 7, 4, 14, 7, 9; the epicycles of the 
conjunctions of Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury (in 
the first and third quadrants) are 9, 16, 53, 59, 31;

9. the epicycles of the apsides of the planets Mercury, Venus, 
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn in the second and fourth quadrants 
are 5,2, IS, 8,13; the epicycles of the conjunctions of the planets 
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury in the second and 
fourth quadrants are S, 15, 51, 57, 29. The circumference within 
which the Earth-wind blows is 3,375 yojanas.

The criticism of these stanzas made by Brahma
gupta (II, 33 and X I, 18-21) is, as pointed out by

*Op. ci7., Ill, 154.
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Sudluikara, not justifiable. For the dimensions of 
Brahmagupta’s epicycles sec II, 34-39).

Lalla {SpaslCidhikara, 28) agrees closely with 
stanza S and (Grahabhramana, 2) gives the same figure 
for the Earth-wind. Compare also SurijaaiddhCinla, 
II, 34-37 and note, and PahcasiddhCinlikCi, XVII, 1, 3.

10. The (twenty-four) sines reckoned in minutes of arc are 
225, 224, 222, 219, 215, 210, 20.5, 199, 191, 1S3, 174, 1G4, 154, 
143, 131, 119, IQG, 93, 79, 65, 51, 37, 22, 7.

In Indian mathematics the “ half-chord” takes 
the place of our “ sine.”  The sines are given in minutes 
(of which the radius contains 3,438) at intervals of 225 
minutes. The numbers given here are in reality not 
the values of the sines themselves but the differences 
between the sines.

Compare Suryasiddhanta (II, 15-27) and Lalla 
(Spastadhikdra, 1-8) and Brahmagupta (II, 2-9). 
Bhaskara (Ganitddhydya, Spastadhikdra, Vdsandhhd- 
^ya to 3-9) refers to the Suryasiddhdnta and to 
Aryabhata as furnishing a precedent for the use of 
twenty-four sines.^

Krishnaswami Ayyangar- furnishes a plausible 
explanation of the discrepancy between certain of the 
values given in the foregoing stanza and the values 
as calculated by II, 12.̂  Some of the discrepancies 
may be due to bad readings of the manuscripts. Kern

^For discussion of the stanza sec Barth, ibid., I ll, 150 n., and 
JRAS, 1911, pp. 123-24.

XV (1923-24), 121-20.
* Sec also Naraharajya, “ Note on the Hindu Table of Sines,”  

ibid., pp. 105-13 of “ Notes and Questions.”
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in a footnote to the stanza and Ayyangar (p. 125 n.) 
point out that the text-reading for the sixteenth and 
seventeenth sines violates the meter. This, however, 
may be remedied easily without changing the values.^

C. Whoever knows this DasagUika Sutra which dc.scribes 
the movements of the Earth and the planets in the sphere of the 
asterisms passes through the paths of the planets and asterisms 
and goes to the higher Bralmian.

* Cf. JRAS, 1910, pp. 752, 754, and lA , XX, 228.



CHAPTER II
GANITAPADA  OR MATHEMATICS

1. Having paid reverence to Brahman, the Earth, tlie Moon, 
Mercury, Venus, the Sun, !Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the aster- 
isms, Aryabhata sets forth here [in this work] the science which 
Is lionored at Kusumapurad

The translation ' ‘here at Kusuraapura the revered 
science”  is possible. At any rate, Aryabhata states 
the school to which he belongs. Kusumapura may or 
may not have been the place of his birth.

2. The numbers eka [one], daso [ten], kata [hundred], sahasra 
[thousand], ayula [ten thousand], niyuta [hundred thousand], 
prayuta [million], ko{i [ten million], arbuda [hundred millionj, and 
rr/u/a [thousand million] are from place to place each ten times 
the preceding.*

The names for classes of numbers are given only 
to ten. places, although I, B describes a notation 
which reaches at least to the eighteenth place. The 
highest number actually used by Aryabhata himself 
runs to ten places.

3. A square, the area of a square, and the product of two 
equal quantities are called varga. The product of three equal 
quantities, and a solid which has twelve edges are called ghana.^

* Translated by Fleet, JRAS, 1911, p. 110. See Kern’s Preface to 
his edition of the Brhal Sariikita, p. 57, and BCMS, XVIII (1927), 7.

* See JRAS, 1911, p. 116; IHQ, III, 112; BCMS, XVII (1926), 
193. For the quotation in Alberuni (1 ,176), which differs in the last 
two names, see the criticism in BCMS, XVII (1926), 71.

*Read diddasasraji with Paramesvara. For akra in the sense of 
“edge” see Colebrooke, Algebra, pp. 2 n, and 2S0 n. The translations 
given by Rodef and Kaye are inaccurate.
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4. One should always divide tlie avarga by twice the (squatt 
root of the (preceding) varga. After subtracting the square (of tl. 
quotient) from the varga the quotient will be the square root t 
the next place.

Counting from right to left, the odd places arc 
called varga and the even places are called avarga 
According to Paramesvara, the nearest square root 
to the number in the last odd place on the left is set 
down in a place apart, and after this are set down the 
successive quotients of the divi.sion performed. The 
number subtracted is the square of that figure in the 
root represented b}" the quotient of the preceding 
division. The divisor is the square of that part of the 
root wluch has already been found. If the last sub
traction leaves no remainder the square root is exact. 
‘̂Always”  indicates that if the divisor is larger than 

the number to be divided a zero is to be placed in the 
line (or a blank space left there). Sthdndntare (,‘Tn an
other place” ) is equivalent to the pahkti (^Tine” ) of 
the later books.

This process seems to be substantially correct, but 
there are several difficulties. Sthdndntare may mean 
simply “ to another place,”  that is to say, each 
division performed gives another figure of the root. 
Nityam (“ always” ) may merely indicate that such is 
the regular way of performing the operation.

All the translators except Saradakanta Ganguly 
translate vargdd varge snddhe with what precedes. I 
think he is correct in taking it with what follows. In 
that case the parallelism with the following rule is 
exact. Otherwise the first rule would give the opera-
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ti"U for the mrfya place and then that for the avarga 
place while the second rule would give first the opera
tions for the aghana places and then that for the 
ghina place. However, for purposes of description, it 
ina.kcs no difference whether the operations are given 
in one or the other of these orders.

Parallelism wdth ghariasya mulavargcna of the 
following rule seems to indicate that vargumulena is 
not to be translated “ square root” but “ root of the 
(preceding) varga ”

If the root is to contain more than tŵ o figures the 
varga of vargamulena is to be interpreted as applying 
to all the preceding figures up to and including the 
varga place which is being worked wdth. That is to 
say, the word mula would refer to the ŵ hole of that 
part of the root which had already been found.'

For discussion see Kaye,* Avadhesh Narayan 
Singh,* Saradakanta Ganguly.^ I cannot agree with 
Ganguly's discussion of the words hhdgarh hared 
evargdt. I see no reason to question the use oihhdgam 
harali with the ablative in the sense of “ divide.”  
Brahmagupta (XII, 7) in his description of the 
process of extracting the cube root has chedo *ghandd 
dvlCiyat, which means “ the divisor of the second 
aghana.”

Kaye® insists that this rule and the next are per
fectly general (i.e., algebraical) and apply to all 
arithmetical notations. He offers no proof and gives

• See Colebrooke, op. cil., p. 2S0 n.
1907, pp. 493-94. * JBORS, X ll, 7S.

* BCMS, XVIII (1927), 124. ‘  Op. cit., 1908, p. 120.
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no example of the w'orking of the rule according t** 
his interpretation. To what do the ŵ ords “ square” 
and “ non-square” of his translation refer? The W'ords 
of Aryabhata exactly fit the method employed in latei 
Indian mathematics. Although Brahmagupta docs 
not give a rule for square root, his method for cube 
root is that described below, although the wording of 
his rule is different from that of Aryabhata’s. I fail to 
see any similarity to the rule and method of Theon 
of Alexandria.

In the following example the sign ° indicates the 
varga places, and the sign -  indicates the avarga 
places.

Square of the root

Twice the root 
(2X 1)

15129 (root =  1 
1

2)05(2= quotient (or next digit of r^ot) 
4

Square of the quotient

Twice the root 
(2X12)

11

24)72(3 =  quotient (or next digit of root) 
72

09
Square of the quotient

Square root is 1 2 3

5. One should divide the second aghana by three times the 
square of the (cube) root of the (preceding) ghana. The square 
(of the quotient) multiplied by three times the jmrva (that part 
of the cube root already found) is to be subtracted from the first
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\: : and tlic cul)c (of the quotient of the above division) is to
i-; - ibtracted from the ghtina.

The translation given by Avadhesh Narayan 
Siu' l̂d as a “ correct literal rendering" is inaccurate. 
Tlicre is nothing in the Sanskrit which corresponds 
to “ after having subtracted the cube (of the quo
tient) from the ghana place" or to “ the quotient 
placed at the next place gives the root." The latter 
thought, of course, does carry over into this rule from 
the preceding rule. In the same article (p. 132) the 
Sanskrit of the rule is inaccurately printed with 
trighanasya for trigunena ghanasya.^

Kaye’ remarks that this rule is given by Brahma
gupta “ word for word." As a matter of fact, .the 
Sanskrit of the two rules is very different, although 
tlie content is e.xactly the same.

Counting from right to left, the first, fourth, etc., 
places are named ghana (cubic); the second, fifth, 
etc.,, places are called the first aghana (non-cubic) 
places; and the third, sixth, etc., places are called the 
second aghana (non-cubic) places. The nearest cube 
root to the number in (or up to and including) the last 
ghana place on the left is the first figure of the cube 
root. After it are placed the quotients of the succes
sive di\'isions. If the last subtraction leaves no 
remainder the cube root is exact.

» BCilS, XVIII (1927), 134.
* The rule has been discussed in JBORS, XII, 80. Cf. Brah- 

nia^upta (XII, 7) and the translation and note of Colebrooke {op. 
cit., p. 2S0).

* Op. d/., 190S, p. 119.

26 ARYABII.VTlVA

In the following c.xample the sign ° indicates the 
ghana places and the sign -  indicates the aghana 
places.

o — - 0 -  —d

Cube of root

Three timc.s square of root 
(3 X P )

Square of quotient multiplied 
by three times the purva 
(22X3X1)

Cube of quotient

1SG0SG7 (root = 1 
1

3)dS(2 =  quotient (or ne.\t digit of
root)

26
12

140
8

1296 of root)
Three times square of root 432) 1328(3 =  quotient (or ne.\t digit 

(3X122)

Square of quotient multiplied 
by three times the yurva 
(32X3X12)

Cube of quotient

326
324

27
27

0.

Cube root is 1 2 3

6. The area of a triangle is the product of the perpendicular 
and half the base. Half the product of this area and the height i.s 
the volume of a solid %vhich has six edges (pyramid).

If sarnadalakotl can denote, as Pa rame.svara says, 
a perpendicular which is common to two triangles the 
rule refers to all triangles. If sarnadalakotl refers to a 
perpendicular which bisects the base it refers only to 
isosceles triangles.^

* For (lira or nsri in the sense of “ edge’ ' sec note to stanza II, 3. 
See JBORS, XII, S4-S5, for discussion of the inaccurate value given 
in the second part of the rule.
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7. H:ilf of the circumference multi])!it.d b}' half tlic Jiainclcr 
.. t'.o area of a circle. This area riiultiplicd by its own square root 

:i.e exact volume of a sphere.*
.S. The two siclc.s (.separately) multiplied by the pcrpcndicu- 

I and divided by their sum. will give the perpendiculars (from 
{-'int where the two diagonals intersect) to the parallel sides. 
The area Is to be known by multiplj ing half tlic sum of the 

t«ij sides by the perpendicular.

a Xc
a+6
bXc  
a+6 *
Area = c(o+6)

The rule applies to any four-sided plane figure of 
which two sides are parallel, i.e., trapezium. The 
word translated “ sides”  refers to the two parallel 
sides. The perpendicular is the perpendicular be
tween the two parallel sides.

In the example given above a and 6 are the 
parallel sides, c is the perpendicular between them, 
and d and e are the perpendiculars from the point 
of intersection of the tŵ o diagonals to the sides a and 
b, respectively.

9. The area of any plane figure is found by determining two 
sides and then multiplying them together.

The chord of the sixth part of the circumference is equal to 
rhe nidiiLs,

• See ibid, and Bibl. math., IX, 19G, for discussion of the inac- 
n n ’ e value given in the second part of the rule. For a possible 
r fcn-ncc to this pasScige by Bhaskara, Goladhydya, Bhucanakosa,
• Cl (Vdsandbhd t̂ja) (not stanza 52 as stated), see BCMS, 
.W ill (1927), 10.

2S AllVAlHiATlYA

The very general rule given in the first half of tliî  
stanza seems to mean, as Paramc.svara explain.s in 
some detail, that the mathematician is to use hi.s in
genuity in determining two sides which will rcprc.?ent 
the average length and the average breadth of the 
figure. Their product will be the area. Methods to 
be employed with various kinds of figures were doubt
less handed dow'n by oral tradition.

Rodet thinks that the rule directs that the figure he 
broken up into a number of trapeziums. It is doubtful 
whether the words can bear that interpretation.

10. Add 4 to 100, multiply by 8, and add 62,000. The 
result is appro.ximately the circumference of a circle of which the 
diameter is 20,000.

The circumference is 62,832. The diameter is
20,000.

By this rule the relation of circumference to 
diameter is 3.1416.^

Bha.skara, Goladhydya, Bhuvanakosa (stanza 52), 
Vasandbhdsya, refers to this rule of Aryabhata.

11. One should divide a quarter of the circumference of ;i 
circle (into as many equal parts as are desired). From the tri
angles and quadrilaterals (which are formed) one will have on the 
radius as many sines of equal arcs as are desired.*

The exact method of working out the table is not 
know’n. It is uncertain what is intended by the 
triangle and the quadrilateral constructed from each 
point marked on the quadrant.®

■» See JBORS, XII, 82; JRAS, 1910, pp. 7.52, 754,
* See the table given in I, 10 of the difTcrenccs between the sines. 

Twenty-four sines taken at intervals of 225 minutes of arc are regu
larly given in the Indian tables.

* Note the methods suggested by Kaye and Rodet and cf. JIMS, 
XV (1923-24), 122 and 108-9 of “ Notes and Questions,"
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12. Ity whiit iiumbcf t!ic second sine is less than tlio 
and by the quotient obtained by dividing the sum of the 

; .*< .-I ding -incs by the first sine, by the sum of these two quanti
ty-' th.e following sines are lc.ss than the fir.-.t sine.

The hint phrase may be translated “ the sinc- 
di:Terciices are lc.ss than the first sine.’ ’ *

This rule describes how the table of sinc-dilTcr- 
ences given in I, 10 may be calculated from the first 
t>nc (225). The first sine means always this first sine 
2*25. The second sine means any particular sine with 
which one is working in order to calculate the follow
ing sine.

Subtract 225 from 225 and the remainder is 0. Di
vide 225 by 225 and the quotient is 1. The sum of 0 and 
1 is subtracted from 225 to obtain the second sine 224. 
Subtract 224 from 225 and the remainder is 1. 
Divide 225 plus 224 by 225 and the nearest quotient 
i.s 2. Add 2 and 1 and subtract from 225. The third 
sine will be 222. Proceed in like manner for the fol
lowing sines.

If this method is followed strictly there results, 
several slight divergences from the values given in I, 
10. It is possible to reconcile most of these by assum
ing, as ICrislmaswami Ayyangar does, that from time 
to time the neglected fractions were distributed 
among the sines. But of this there is no indication in 
the rule as given.

* For discussion of the Indian sines see the notes of Rodet and 
Kaye; Pancasiddhanlikd, chap, iv; Suryasiddhdnta, II, 15-27; Lalla, 
p. 12; Brahmagupta, II, 2-10; JRAS, 1910, pp. 752, 754; lA , XX, 
-V''; Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, pp. 210-13; JIMS, XV  (1923-24), 
121-2*), with attempted explanation of the variation of several of 
tl.-.- values given in the table from the values calculated by means of. 
trii rule, and ibid., pp. 105-13 of “Notes and Questions.”

30 ARYABIIATlYA

How Kaye gets “ If the first and second be bisected 
in succession the sine of the half-chord is obtained*’ 
is a puzzle to me. It is impossible as a translation 
of the Sanskrit.

13. The circle is made by turning, and the triangle and the 
quadrilateral by means of a kan^a; the horizontal is dcteriuined 
by water, and the perpendicular by the pluinb-linc.

Tribhuja denotes triangle in general and calur- 
bhiija denotes quadrilateral in general. The word 
kania regularly denotes the hypotenuse of a right- 
angle triangle and the diagonal of a square or rec
tangle. I am not sure whether the restricted sense of 
harm limits tribhuja and calurhhuja to the right-angle 
triangle and to the square and rectangle or whether 
the general sense of tribhuja and caturbhuja general
izes the meaning of karna to that of one chosen side of 
a triangle and to that of the diagonal of any quadri
lateral. At any rate, the context shows that the 
rule deals with the actual construction of plane 
figures.

Paramesvara interprets it as referring to the con
struction of a triangle of which the three sides are 
known and of a quadrilateral of which the four sides 
and one diagonal are known. One side of the triangle 
is taken as the karna. Two sticks of the length of the 
other two sides, one touching one end and the other 
the other end of the karna, are brought to such a posi
tion that their tips join. The quadrilateral is made 
by constructing two triangles, one on each side of the 
diagonal.
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The circle is made by the turning of the karkuld
coinpa.'.'d .
11. A'Kl the square of the height of the gnomon to the square 

i*' >hado\v. Tlie square root of this sum is the radius of the 
i.h'.ir'Jn.

The text reads khavrtta (“ sky-circle” ). Para- 
riicsvara reads svavrlla (“ its circle” ). I do not know 
which is correct.

Kaye remarks that in order “ to mark out the 
hour angles on an ordinary sun-dial, it is necessary to 
(h*.scribe two circles, one of which has its radius equal 
to the vertical gnomon and the other with radius 
c<iual to the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by the 
equinoctial shadoŵ  and the gnomon.”  It may be that 
this second circle is the one referred to here. Para- 
incsvara has chdy&gramadhyam sankusirahprdpi yan 
mandalam urdhvddkahsthitam tat svavrttam ity iccyate, 
“ the circle, which has its centre at the extremity of 
tlic shadow and which touches the top of the gnomon 
Is called the svavrtta”  As Rodet remarks, it is diffi
cult to see for what purpose such a circle could serve.

15. Multiply the length of the gnomon by the distance be- 
tv.een the gnomon and the bhujd and divide by the dilTerence 
l«-t\veen the length of the gnomon and the length of the bhujd. 
Tiie quotient will be the length of the shadow measured from 
the base of the gnomon.®

' For parallels to the stanza see Lalla {YanlrddhyCuja, 2) and 
H.'ahiuagupta, XXII, 7. See BCMS, XVIII (1927), 6S-G9, which is 
tvo emphatic in its assertion that kari,ia must mean “ diagonal”  and 
r.ut "h^-potenuse.”

* See Brahmagupta, XII, 53; Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 317; 
Brvnnand, op. cit., p. 166.

32 ARYABIIATiVA

Because of the u.sc of the word kotl in the following 
rule Rodet is inclined to think that the gnomon and 
the bhujd were not perpendicular but projected hori
zontally from a wall. Bhujd denotes any side of a 
triangle, but kotl usually refers to an upright. It is 
possible, however, for kotl to denote any perpendicu
lar to the bhujd whether horizontal or upright.

BA is the bhujd which holds the light, 
DE is the gnomon,

DEXBDDC = AF

16. The distance between the ends of the two shadows multi
plied by the length of the shadow and divided by the difference 
in length of the two shadows gives the koHi. The kotl multiplied 
by the length of the gnomon and divided by the length of the 
shadow’ gives the length of the bhujd.

The literal translation of chdydgunitam chdyd- 
gravivaram unena bhdjiid kotl seems to be “ The dis
tance between the ends of the two shadows multiplied 
by the length of the shadow is equal to the kotl 
divided by the difference in length of the two shad
ows.”  This is equivalent to the translation given 
above.
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AB  is the bhujd,
AE  is the kotl,
CD is the gnomon in its first position,
C'D' is the gnomon in its second position,
CE and C'E' are the first and second shadows, 

CEXEE'

AB =

C 'E '-C E ' 
AEXCD  

CE *

The length of the hhuja which holds the light and 
the distance between the end of the shadow and the 
base of the bhujd are unknown. In order to find them 
the gnomon is placed in another position so as to give 
a second shadow.

The length of the shadow is its length when the 
gnomon is in its first position. The kotl is the dis
tance between the end of the shadow when the gno
mon is in its first position and the base of the bhujd.

The word kotl means perpendicular (or upright) 
and the rule might be interpreted, as Rodet takes it, 
as meaning that the bhujd and the gnomon extend 
horizontally from a perpendicular wall. But the 
words bhujd and kotl also refer to the sides of a right- 
angle triangle without much regard as to which is 
horizontal and which is upright.

34 ARYAIRIATIVA

Or the first position of the gnomon may be C'D' 
and the second CD. To find AE' and AB.^

17. The square of the bhujd plus the square of tlic kofi is the 
square of the karna.

In a circle the product of two saras is the square of the half
chord of the two arcs.

The bhujd and kotl are the sides of a right-angle 
triangle. The I-arna is the hypotenuse.

The saras or “ arrows” are the segments of a 
diameter which bisects any chord.-

aXb=c?
where c is the half-chord.

18. (The diameters of) two circles (separately) minus the 
grdsa, multiplied by the grdsa, and divided separately by the sum 
of (the diameters of) the two circles after the gra-̂ a has been sub
tracted from each, will give respectively the sarnpdtasaras of the 
two circles.

\\Tien two circles intersect the word grdsa (“ the 
bite” ) denotes that part of the common diameter of 
the two circles which is cut off by the intersecting 
chords of the two circles.

'See Brahmagupta, XII, 54; Colcbrooke, op. oil., p. 318; Bren- 
nand, op. dt:, p. 166.

»Cf. Brahmagupta, XII, 41. See BCMS, XVIII (1927), 11, 71, 
mth discussion of the quotation given by Colebrooke, op. oil., p. 309, 

. from PrtUudakasvami’s commentary to Brahmagupta.
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AE A B {d -A D ) EB =

AB 13 the grfUa,
AE  and BE arc the 

$ampdlaiaras.

A B (D -A B )
^ D + d -2 A B ’ —  D + d -2 A B '

where d and D are the diameters of the two circles.

The sampatasaras are the two distances (within 
the grdsa), on the common diameter, from the cir
cumferences of the two circles to the point of inter
section of this common diameter with the chord con
necting the two points where the circumferences 
intersect.^

19. The desired number of terms minus one, halved, plus the 
number of terms which precedes, multiplied by the common 
difference between the terms, plus the first term, is the middle 
term. This multiplied by the number of terms desired is the sum 
of the desired number of terms.

Gr the sum of the first and last terms is multiplied by half the 
number of terms.

This rule tells how to find the sum of any desired 
number of terms taken anywhere within an arith
metical progression. Let n be the number of terms 
extending from the (p-f l)th to the (pH-n)th terms 
in an arithmetical progression, let d be the common 
difference between the terms, let a be the first term 
of the progression, and I the last term.

 ̂Cf. Brahmagupta, XII, 43; Colebrooke, op. cit., p. 311;

36 ARYABHATlYA

The second part of the rule applies only to the sum 
of the whole progrcs.sion beginning with the first 
term.

AS=nj^a-h^~-i-hp^cfj , 

{a+l)n

As Paramesvara says, samiikhamadhyam must be 
taken as equivalent to samukham madhyam.

"WTiether Paramesvara is correct in his statement 
bahusiitrdrthapradarsakam etat sutram. ato bahudhd 
yojand kdryd and subsequent exposition seems very 
doubtful.

Brahmagupta, X II, 17 has only the second part of 
the rule.^

20. Multiply the sum of the progression by eight times t!;e 
common difference, add the square of the difference between twice 
the first term and the common difference, take the square root of 
this, subtract twice the first term, divide by the common differ
ence, add one, divide by two. The result will be the number of 
terms.

\\VU S+{d-2aY-2a  , ,1 ,
■ — 5 ' ■■ •

As Rodet says, the development of this formula 
from the one in the preceding rule seems to indicate 
knowledge of the solution of quadratic equations in 
the form ax -̂]rbx-\-c = 0.̂

* Cf. Colebrooke, op. oil., p. 290.
* See Brahmagupta, XII, 18; Colebrooke, op. oil., p. 291.

• » Sec also JA (1878), I, 28, 77, and JBORS, XII, 86-87.
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21. In the case of :m uimcili which has one for the first term 
and one for the common difference between the terms the product 
of three terms having the number of terms for the first term and 
one as the common difference, divided by six, is tlic cilighana. Or 
the cube of the number of terms plus one, minus the cube root of 
this cube, divided by six.

Form an arithmetical progression 1 2 3 4 5, etc. 
Form the series 1 3 6 10 15, etc., by taking for the 
terms the sum of the terms of the first series. The 
rule gives the sum of this series.

It also gives the cubic contents of a pile of balls 
which has a triangular base. The wording of the rule 
would seem to imply that it was intended especially 
for this second case. Citighana means “ cubic con
tents of the pile,”  and upaciti (“ pile” ) refers to the 
base (or one side) of the pile, i.e., 1 2 3 4 5, etc.^

As Rodet remarks, it is curious that in the face of 
this rule the rule given above (stanza 6) for the 
volume of a p3Tamid is incorrect.

S = n ( 7 t - | - l ) ( n - f - 2 ) or (n-H)’̂ -(n-H )
6

22. The si.xth part of the product of three quantities con
sisting of the number of terms, the number of terms plus one, 
and twice the number of terms plus one is the sura of the squares. 
The square of the sum of the (original) scries is the sum of the 
cubes.

From the series 1 2 3 4, etc., form the series 
1 4 9 16, etc., and 1 S 27 64, etc., consisting of the

*Cf. Brahmagupta, XII, 19; Colubrooke, op. dl., pp. 292-93. 
Brahmagupta (XII, 20) directs that the summation of certain series 
be illustrated by means of piles of round balls.

3S AKYABHATiVA

squares and cubes of the terms of the first series. The 
rule tells how to find the sums of the second and 
third series.'

The rule for finding the sum of the first series was 
given above in stanza 19.

The sum of the squares’ is

n (n -f - l ) (2n-|-l)
6

23. One should subtract the sum of the squares of two factors 
from the square of their sum. Half the result is the product of 
the two factors.

^5_(q4-6)^-(g^+y)^
2

24. Multiply the product (of two factors) by the square of 
two (4), add the square of the difference betw-een the two factors, 
take the square root, add and subtract the difference bctweei: rive 
two factors, and divide the result by two. The results will be the 
two factors.

l/4a6-f(o—6)*i (a —6) wall give a and 6.

25. Multiply the sum of the interest on the principal and 
the interest on this interest by the time and by the principal. 
Add to this result the square of half the principal. Take the 
square root of this. Subtract half the principal and divide the 
remainder by the time. The result will be the interest on the 
principal.*

* Cf. Brahmagupta, XII, 20; Colcbrooke, op. cit., p. 293; BCMS, 
XVIII (1927), 70.

* Cf. the somewhat similar problem in Brahmagupta, XII, 15; 
Colebrooke, op. cit., pp. 2S7-28, and see the discussion of Kaye.
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The formula involves the solution of a quadratic 
equation in the form of ax-+2bx = c.̂

A sum of money is loaned. After a certain unit of 
time the interest receiv êd is loaned for a known num
ber of units of time at the same interest. What is 
known is the amount of the interest on the principal 
plus the interest on this interest. Call this B. Let the 
principal be A. Let t be the time.

x=
t

The following example is given by Paramesvara. 
The sum of 100 is loaned for one month. Then the 
interest received is loaned for six months. At that 
time the original interest plus the interest on this 
interest amounts to 16.

B = 16
X = 100 ^16X100X6+2500-50^
(=6 ®

The interest received on 100 in one month was 10.
26. In the rule of three multiply the fruit by the desire and 

divide by the measure. The result will be the fruit of the desire.

The rule of three corresponds to proportion.
In the proportion a is to b as c is to a: the measure 

is a, the fruit is b, the desire is c, and the fruit of the 
desire is x.

6c ,

 ̂See JBORS, XII, 87.
*See Brahmagupta, XII, 10 and Cole*.. -oke, op. cit., p. 2S3.

40 ARVABHATlYA

27. The denominator': of multipliers and divisors are multi
plied together. Multiply i!-; a rators and denominators by the 
other denominators in or.!. o reduce fractions to a common 
denominator.

For the first part of the rule I have given what 
seems to be the most likely literal translation. The 
exact sense is uncertain. Kaye (agreeing with Rodet) 
translates, “ The denominators are multiplied by one 
another in multiplication and division.”  If that is the 
correct translation the genitive plural is curious. 
Paramesvara explains gunakdra as gunagunyayor 
dhatir atra gunakdrasahdena vivaksitd. hdrya ity arthah 
and then seems to take bhdgahdra as referring to a 
fractional divisor of this product. Can the words bear 
that construction? In either case the inversion of 
numerator and denominator of the divisor would be. 
taken for granted.

It is tempting to take gunakdrabhdgahdra as mean
ing “ fraction”  and to translate, “ The denominators 
of fractions are multiplied together.”  But for that 
interpretation I can find no authority.

28. MultipUers become divisors and divisors become multi
pliers, addition becomes subtraction and subtraction becomes 
addition in the inverse method.

The inverse method consists in beginning at the 
end and working backward. As, for instance, in the 
question, “ What number multiplied by 3, divided by 
6, plus 6, minus 1, will give 5?”

29. If you know the results obtained by subtracting suc
cessively from a sum of quantities each one of these quantities 
set these re.sults down separately. Add them all together and 
divide by the number of terms less one. The result will be the 
sum of all the quantities.
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The translation given by Kaye is incorrect. The 
revised translation given in his Indian Malhcmatics, 
page 47, is not an improvement.*

X —

x —a = h-{-c-\-d 
X—6=a+c+d
X—c = o + 6+ d

A ccording to the rule 3 a + 3 6 + 3 c + 3 d  
divided b y  3 gives x =  a + 6 + c + d  
since 4x =  4a+4&-{-4c+4cZ.

30. One should di\dde the difference between the pieces of 
money possessed by two men by the difference between the ob
jects possessed by them. The quotient will be the value of one of 
the objects if the wealth of the two men is equal.

Two men possess each a certain number of pieces 
of money (such as rupees) and a certain number of 
objects of merchandise (such as cows).

Let a and b be the number of rupees possessed by 
two men, and let m and p be the number of cows 
possessed by them.

b -a  .  , , 1 .x = -------- since 7« x - f a  =  px-f-o .m—p ^

If one man has 100 rupees and 6 cows and the 
other man has 60 rupees and 8 cows the value of a 
cow is 20 rupees provided the wealth of the two men 
is equal.

31. The two distances between two planets m onng in oppo
site directions is divided by the sum of their daily motions. The 
two distances between two planets moving in the same direction 
is divided by the difference of their daily motions. The two results 
(in each case) will give the time of meeting of the two in the past 
and in the future.

» C f . X I I ,  8S-90.

42 ARYABHATIYA

In each case there will be two distances between 
the planets, namely, that between the one which is 
behind and the one which is ahead, and, measuring 
in the same direction, the distance between the one 
which is ahead and the one which is behind. This 
seems to be the only adequate interpretation of the 
word due. The translations of Rodet and Kaye fail 
to do full justice to the word dre.*

The next two stanzas give a method for the solu
tion of indeterminate equations of the first degree; 
but no help for the interpretation of the process in
tended, which is only sketchily presented in Arya
bhata, is to be found in Mahavira, Bhaskara, or the 
second Aryabhata. The closest parallel is found in 
Brahmagupta, XVHI, 3-5.* The verbal expression is 
very, similar to that of Arymbhata, but with one im
portant exception. In place of the enigmatic state
ment matigunam agrdniare ksiptam, “ (The last re
mainder) is multiplied by an assumed number and 
added to the difference between the agras,”  Brahma
gupta has, “ The residue (of the reciprocal division) is 
multiplied by an assumed number such that the 
product having added to it the difference of the 
remainders may be exactly divisible (by the residue’s 
divisor). That multiplier is to be set down (under
neath) and the quotient last." It is possible that this 
same process is to be understood in Aryabhata.

* Cf. Paramc^vara, due Hi vacanam anlarasya dvaividhyat. 
Hghragalihlno mandagalir antaram hhavati. mandagalihlnas sighragalis 
cdnlarath bhavali. Hi dvaividhyam and his further interi)retation of the 
results.

Cf. Brahmagupta, IX, 5-G and Bhaskara, Gaij,Hadhydya, Gra- 
hayulyadhikura, 3—I, and VQsandbkd§ya, and see JA (1^78), 1 ,28.

* Colcbrookc, op. oil., p. 325.
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First I shall explain the stanza on the basis of 
Paramesvara’s interpretation and of Brahmagupta’s 
method:

32-33. Divide the divisor which gives the greater agra by the 
divisor which gives the smaller egra. The remainder is reciprocal
ly divided (that is to say, the remainder becomes the divisor of 
the original divisor, and the remainder of this second division 
becomes the divisor of the second divisor, etc.). (The quotients 
are placed below each other in the so-called chain.) (The last 
remainder) is multiplied by an assumed number and added to the 
difference between the agras. Multiply the penultimate number 
by the number above it and add the number which is below it. 
(Continue this process to the top of the chain.) Divide (the top 
number) by the divisor which gives the smaller agra. Multiply 
the remainder by the divisor which gives the greater agra. Add 
this product to the greater agra. The result is the number which 
will satisfy both divisors and both egras.

In this the sentence, ‘ ‘ (The last remainder) is 
multiplied by an assumed nuinber and added to the 
difference between the agras,'’ is to be understood as 
equivalent to the quotation from Bralimagupta given 
above.

The word agra denotes the remainders which con
stitute the provisional values of x, that is to say, 
values one of which will satisfy one condition, one of 
which will satisfy the second condition of the prob
lem. The word dvicchedagra denotes the value of x 
which will satisfy both conditions.

I cannot agree with the translation given by Kaye 
(and followed by Mazumdar, BCMS, III, 11) or 
accept the method given by Kaye. Kaye’s traii-sla- 
tion of matigunam agrdntare J:sipta?n, “ An assumed 
number together with the original difference is thrown 
in /’ is an impossible translation, and any method
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based on that translation is bound to be incorrect. It 
omits altogether the important word gunam (“ multi
plied” ). Since the preceding phrase dealt with the 
remainders of the reciprocal division, the natural 
word to supply with matigunam seems to be sesam 
(“ remainder” ). Something has to be supplied, and 
Brahmagupta’s method offers a possible interpreta
tion. A second possible interpretation, which will be 
given below, would supply “ quotient”  instead of 
“ remainder.”  ,

The following example is given by Paramesvara.

8x • . YIx—  gives a remainder of 4 -7̂  giv'es a remainder of 7.
29 4o

These are equivalent to ^—y and — — or 8x —
29 45

29y= 4an d  17x—452 =  7
where y and 2 are the quotients of the division (y and 2 to be 
whole numbers).

1. First process. To find a value of x which vvill satisfy the first 
equation:

8)29(3
24

5)8(1
5

3)5(1
3

2)3(1
2

Take an assumed number such that multiplied by 
1 (the last remainder of the reciprocal division) and
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plus or minus 4 (the original remainder) it will be 
exactly divisible by 2 (the last divisor of the recip
rocal division).

6*46 is taken because =  1.

Therefore 6 and 1 are to be added to the quotients 
to form the chain.
3 73 29)73(2
1 20 ^
1 13 15
1 7 This remainder 15 is the agra, that is to say, ayalue of x
6 which will satisfy the equation. ;

2. Second process. To find a value of x which will satisfy the 
second equation:

17)45(2
34

11)17(1
11

6) 11(1
6
5)6(1

‘ , 5

Take an assumed number such that multiplied 
by 1 (the last remainder of the reciprocal division) 
and plus or minus 7 (the original remainder) it will be 
exactly divisible by 5 (the last divisor of the reciprocal 
division).

34-73 is taken because =  2.5
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Therefore 3 and 2 are to be added ; the quotients to 
form the chain.
2 34 34)45(1
1 13 34
1 8  —
1 5  11
3 This remainder 11 is the agra  ̂ that is to say, a value of x
2 whidi will satisfy the equation.

These numbers 15 and 11 are the agras mentioned 
at the beginning of the rule. The corresponding 
divisors are 29 and 45. The difference between the 
a^rqs is 4, i.e., 15 —11.

3. Third process. To find a value of x wiiich will satisfy both 
equations:

29)45(1
■ 29 -

li

16)29(1
16
13)16(1 ,

13

3)13(4
12

Take an assumed number such that multiplied by 
1 (the last remainder of the reciprocal division) and 
plus or minus 4 (the difference between the agras) it 
will be exactly divisible by 3 (the last divisor of the 
reciprocal division).

24-42 is taken because =  2.o



Therefore 2 and 2 are to bo added to the quotients 
to form the chain.
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1 34 45)34(0
1 22 0
1 12 —
4 10 34
2
2

Therefore 34 is the remainder.

Then in accordance with the rule 34X29 =  9SG 
and 956+15 =  1001

This number 1001 is the smallest number which 
will satisfy both equations. .

Strictly speaking, the rule applies only to the third 
process given above. The solution of the single inde
terminate equation is taken for granted and is not 
given in full. There is nothing to indicate how far 
the reciprocal division was to be carried. Must it be 
carried to the point where the last remainder is 1? 
Must the number of quotients taken to make the 
chain be even in number?

On page 50 of Kern’s edition a 1 has been omitted 
by mistake (twice) as the fourth member of the chains 
given.

The following method was partially worked out by 
Mazumdar,^ who was misled in some details by fol
lowing Kaye’s translation, and by Sen Gupta,* and 
fully worked out by Sarada Kanta Ganguly.^

III, 11-19.
* Journal of the Department of Letters (Calcutta University), XVI, 

27-30.
* BCMS, X IX  (192S), 170-76.
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According to Ganguly’s interpretation, the tran.s- 
lation would be:

32-33. Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater re
mainder by the divisor corresponding to the smaller remainder. 
The remainder (and the divisor) are reciprocally divided. (This 
process is continued until the last remainder is 0.) (The quoticnt.s 
are placed below each other in the so-called chain.) Multiply 
any assumed number by the last quotient of the reciprocal 
division and add it to the difference between the two remainders. 
(Interpreted as meaning that this product and this difference arc 
placed in the chain beneath the quotients.) Multiply the penulti
mate number by the number above it and add the number which 
is below it. (Continue this process to the top of the chain.) 
D m de (the lower of the two top numbers) by the divisor cor
responding to the smaller remainder. M ultiply the remainder 
by the divisor corresponding to the greater remainder. Add 
the product to the greater remainder. The result is the (least 
number) which will satisfy the two divisors and the two re
mainders.

He remarks:
The implication is that the least number satisfying the given 

conditions can also be obtained by multiplying the remainder, 
obtained as the result of division of the upper number by the 
divisor corresponding to the greater given remainder, by the 
divisor corresponding to the smaller given remainder and then 
adding the smaller remainder to the product.

From this point of view the problem would be 
that of finding a number which will leave given 
remainders when divided by given positive integers.

For example, to take a simple ease: What num
ber divided by 3 and 7 will leave as remainders 2 
and 1?

Following the rule literally, even though a smaller
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number has to be di\'idcd by a larger number we get
the following;

7)3(0
0

3)7(2
6

1)3(3
3

0

Multiply the last quotient (3) by an qissumed 
number (for instance, 3) and set this product and the 
difference between the remainders 2 and 1, i.e., (1) 
down below the quotients to form the chain.

0 28 7)65(9
2 65 63

28

Then 2X 3 =  6 and 6 + 2  =  8.

or 3)28(9
27

1
Then 1 X 7 = 7  and 7 + 1  =  8.

Therefore 8 is the number desired.

The two methods attach different significations to 
the word and supply different words with hhajite 
in the third line (“ remainder,”  in one case; “ quo
tient,”  in the other). They differ fundamentally in 
their interpretations of the words viatigimam agrd-
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ntare Jisipfain. In the first method it is necessary to 
supply much to fill out the meaning, but the transla
tion of these words themselves is a more natural one. 
In the second method it is not necessary to supply 
anything except “ quotient”  with maligunam (in the 
first method it is necessary to supply “ remainder” ). 
But if the intention was that of stating that the 
product of the quotient and an assumed number, and 
the difference between the remainders, are to be 
added below the quotients to form a chain the 
thought is expressed in a very curious way. Ganguly 
finds justification for this interpretation (p. 172) in 
his formulas, but I cannot help feeling that the San
skrit is stretched in order to make it fit the formula.

The general method of solution by reciprocal 
division and formation of a chain is clear, but some 
of the details are uncertain and we do not know to 
what sort of problems Aryabhata applied it.



CHAPTER III.
KALAKRIYA  OR THE RECKONING 

OF TIM E
1. A year coiisists of twelve montiis. A month consi.sts of 

thirty days. A day consists of si.xty nd^.5. A nd(fl consists of 
si.vty vinadikas}

2. Sixty long letters or six pranas make a sidereal vinddlikd. 
This is the divisiMi of time. In like manner the division of space 
beginning with a revolution.*

3. The difference between the number of revolutions of two 
planets in a yuga is the number of their conjunctions. I

Twice the sum of the revolutions of the Sun and Moon is the 
number of vyaripdtcs}

This is a yoga of the Sun and r^Ioon when they are 
in different ayanas, have the same declination, and 
the sum of their longitudes is ISO degrees.

4. The difference between the number of revolutions of a 
planet and the number of revolutions, of its ucca is the number of 
revolutions of its epicycle.

The number of revolutions of Jupiter multiplied by 12 are 
the years of Jupiter beginning writh Asvayuja.^

‘ Cf. Suryasiddhenta, I, 11-13; Albcruni, I, 335; Bhat^otpala, p. 
24.

* Cf. Suryasiddhania, I, 11, 28; Bhattotpala, p. 24; Pancasi- 
ddhunlikd, XIV, 32, for the Srst part of 2; Brahmagupta, I, 5-0, and 
Bhiiskara, Gai,xUdd'r.dya, Kdlam&nddhydya, 16-lS, for both stanzas.

* See Lalla, Mcdhyamadhikara, 11; Brahmagupta, XIII, 42, for 
the first part. For i jatipala see Suryasiddhdnta, XI, 2; Paheasi- 
ddhdntikd, III, 22; Lalla, Mahapaladhikdra, 1; Brahmagupta, XIV, 
37,39.

‘ For the first part sec Lalla, Madhyamddhikdra, 11; Brahma
gupta, XIII, 42; Bhaskara, Garyilddhyaya, Bhaganddhydya, 14. For 
the second part see JRAS, 1863, p. 378; ibid., 1865, p. 404; 

^uryadddhantd, I, 55; Bhattotpala, p. 1S2.
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The word ucca refers both to rnandocca (“ ap.sî **, 
and sighrocca (“ conjunction” ).

ParaniGsvara explains that the number of revolu
tions of the epicycle of the ap.sis of the IMoon is cqui! 
to the difference between the number of rcvolutio:..^ 
of the IMoo'n and the revolutions of its apsis; that 
the apsides of the sLx others are stationary, the numb :,- 
of revolutions of the epicycles of their apside.v :■ 
equal to the number of revolutions of the planet:-;; 
and that the number of revolutions of the epicycles 
of the conjunctions of Mercury, Venus, Mar:-;, 
Jupiter, and Saturn is equal to the difference between 
the revolutions of the planets and the revolufion.s of 
their conjunctions.

As pointed out in the note to I, 7, the apsides were 
not regarded by Aryabhata as being stationary in the 
absolute sense. They were regarded by him as sta
tionary for purposes of calculation at the time when 
his treatise was composed since their movements were 
very slow.

6. The revolutions of the Sun are solar years. The conjunc
tions of the Sun and Moon are lunar months. The conjunctior.-: 
of the Sun and the Earth are [civil] days. The revolutions of ti.e 
asterisms are sidereal days.

The word yoga applied to the Sun and the Earth 
(instead of bhagana or dvarta) seems clearly to indi
cate that Aryabhata believed in a rotation of the 
Earth (see IV, 48). Paramesvara’s explanation, ravi- 
hhuyogasabdena raver bhuparibhramanam abhihitam, 
seems to be impossible.

6. Subtract the solar months in a yuga from the lunar months 
in a yuga. The result will be the number of intercalary months in
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a yixga. Subtract the natural [civil] clays in a yuga from the lunar 
days in a yoga. The result will be the number of omitted Umar 
days in a ynga.^

7. A solar year is a year of men. Thirty of these make a year 
of the Fathers. Twelve years of the Fathers make a year of the 
gods.

8. Twelve thousand years of the gods make a yuga of all the 
planets. A thousand and eight yugas of the planets make a day 
of Brahman.®

9. The first half of a yuga is called utaarpinl [ascending]. The 
latter half is called arasarpi^i [descending]. The middle part of a 
yuga is called su§amd. The beginning and the end are called 
du^^amd. Because of the apsis of the Moon.

Alberuni (I, 370-71) remarks:
Aryabhata of Kusumapura, who belongs to the school of the 

elder Aryabhata, says in a small book of his on Al-ntf (?), that 
“ 1,008 caturyugas are one day of Brahman. The first half of 501 
caturyugas is. called 'utaarpini, during which the sun is ascending, 
and the second half is called avasdrpinl, during which the sun is 
descending. The midst of this period is called saina, i.e., equality, 
for it is the midst of the day, and the two ends are called durtavia 
(?).

“ This is so far correct, as the comparison between day and , 
kalpa goes, but the remark about the sun’s ascending and 
descending is not correct. If he meant the sun who makes our 
day, it was his duty to explain of what kind that ascending and 
descending of the sun is; but if he meant a sun who specially be
longs to the day of Brahman, it was his duty to show or to 
describe him to us. I almost think that the author meant by these 
two expressions the progressive, increasing development of 
things during the first half of this period, and the retrograde, 
decreasing development in the second half.”

* Cf. Suryasiddhdnta, I, 35-36; Lalla, Madhyamadhikara, 10; 
Brahmagupta, I, 24 and XIII, 26.

* Cf. ^iiryasiddhdnta, I, 13-15; I, 20. Brahmagupta (I, 12) 
criticizes Aryabhata’s figure of 1,003 yugas instead of 1,000 yugas. Cf. 
JRAS, 1865, p. 400. Cf. also I, 3 and see JRAS, 1911, p. 4S6.
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The reference is to the foregoing stanza. The mid
dle of the ŷ iga seems to be called susamCi (‘ ‘even” ) 
because good and bad are evenly mixed. The begin
ning and the end are called dussgmd (“ uneven” ) be
cause in one case goodness and in the other case 
badness predominates.

Paramesvara remarks that the vydkJujdkdra has 
given no explanation. Then he quotes from the 
Bhataprakdsikd a statement to the effect that our 
text refers to the increase and decrease of men’s lives 
in the course of a yuga and a criticism (asydrtho 
’hhiyuktair nirupya vaktavyah) of the last phrase of 
the stanza. He then continues by saying that he does 
not see what meaning can be intended by the word 
inducedt, and adds that the word has nothing to do 
with the matter under discussion, has no significance 
for the calculation of the places of the planets. Then 
he adds two forced explanations. The meaning of 
inducedt is quite uncertain.

Sudhakara (Ganakatarahginl, p. 7) suggests the 
emendation to agnyarhsdt.

The terminology is distinctively Jaina.*
10. When three yugapadas and sixty times sixty years had 

elapsed (from the beginning of the yuga) then twenty-three years 
of my life had pa.s.scd.®

If Aryabhata began the Kaliyuga at 3102 b .c . as 
later astronomers did, and' if his fourth yugapdda

®See Hemacandru, Abhidkdnacinldmani, 12S-35; Glasenapp, 
Der Jainismus, pp. 244—15; Kirfel, Kosmographie, p. 339;
LX, 320-21; Stevenson, The Heart of Jainisrn, pp. 272 ff. See also 
Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 7.

* See JRAS, 1863, p. 3S7; ibid., 1865, p. 405; Kern, Bfhal 
Sarhhitu, Preface, p. 57; JRAS, 1911, pp. I l l- i2 .
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began with the beginning of the Kaliyuga, we iinive 
at the date 499 A.b. It is natural to take this as the 
date of composition of the treatise. Paranic.svara 
quotes the Prakasikdkura to the effect that this is to 
be taken as the date at which the calculations of the 
true places of the planets made by it would be correct, 
and that for later times a correction would have to be 
made.

The word iha may mean “ here”  or “ now.” 
Paramesvara takes it as referring to this present 
twenty-eighth caturyuga.

11. The yuga, the year, the month, and the day began all 
together at the beginning of the bright fortnight of Caitra. Time, 
which has no beginning and no end, is measured by (the move
ments of) the planets and the asterisms on the sphere.

Bhau DajP first pointed out the criticism niade 
of this stanza by Brahmagupta (XI, 6): 
yugavar^adin vadata caitrasitadeh samaih pra\Tttan yat[ 
tad asad yatab sphutayugam tat sthairyan mandapatfinum.l!

Compare Brahmagupta, I, 4, and Bhaskara, Ggnild- 
dhydya, Kdlamdnddhydya, 15, who refers to an earlier 
commentary in which time is called endless.-

12. The planets moving equally (traversing the same distance 
in yojanas each day) in their orbits complete the circle of the 
asterisms in sixty solar years, and the circle of the sky in a diMne 
age [caturyuga].

In sixty years they move a distance in yojanas 
equal to the circle of the asterisms. In a caturyuga 
they move a distance in yojanas equal to the circum
ference of the sky {dkdsakaksyd) (cf. I, 4).

1SG5, p. 401.
* For discussion of the stanza see Fleet, ibid., 1911, pp. 4S9-00; 

cf. I, 2.
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The planets really all move at the same speed. 
The nearer ones seem to move more rapidly than the 
more distant ones because their orbits are smaller.*

13. The Moon, being below, completes its small orbit in a 
short time. Saturn, being above all the others, completes its targe 
orbit in a long time.®

14. The zodiacal signs (a twelfth of the circle) are to be 
known as small in a small circle and large in a large circle. Like
wise the degrees and minutes are the same in number in the 
various orbits.®

15. Beneath the asterisms are Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, 
Venus, Mercury, and the Moon, and beneath these is the Earth 
situated in the center of space like a hitching-post.*

16. These seven lords of the hours, Saturn and the others, 
are in order swifter than the preceding one, and counting suc
cessively the fourth in the order of their swiftness they become 
the Lords of the days from-sunrise.

They are called “ swifter than the preceding”  be
cause their orbits being successively smaller they 
complete their revolutions in less time (traverse a 
given number of degrees in less time). The order of 
the planets is Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, 
Mercury, and the Moon. Therefore they become 
rulers of the days of the week as follows:

* Cf. Suryasiddhanla, I, 27 and note; Brahmagupta, XXI, 12;
PancasiddharUika, XIII, 39; Bhaskara, Golddhijdya, Bhuvanakosa, 
69; 1911, p. 112.

* Cf. JRAS, 1863, p. 375; Suryasiddhdnta, XII, 76-77; Pancasi~ 
ddhantikd, XIII, 41; Brahmagupta, XXI, 14; Bhattotpala, p. 45.

* Cf. JRAS, 1863, p. 375; Pahcasiddhdntikd, XIII, 40; Suryasi  ̂
ddh&nta, XII, 75; Brahmagupta, XXI, 14; Bhattotpala, p. 45.

* Cf. JRAS, 1863, p. 375; Pahcadddhdnlikd, XIII, 39; Lalla, 
Madhyamadhikdra, 12; Brahmagupta, XXI, 2; Bhattotpala, p. 44.
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Saturday— Saturn . Wednesday— Morcury
Sunday—Siin Thursday—^Jupiter
Monday— Moon Friday— V'enus
Tuesday— Mars

For the first part see Brahmagupta, X X I, 13; 
Suryasiddhanta, X I I ,  78.^

Bhau D ajr first pointed out the criticism of this 
stanza ma;de by Brahmagupta (XI, 12): 
suryadayas caturtha dihavfira yad uv-lca tad asad aiyahhataC 
lahkodaye yato 'rkasyastamayam pr5ha siddhapure. [[

As Sudhakara shows, the criticism is a futile one.
17. All the planets move by their (mean) motion on their 

orbits and their eccentric circles from the apsis eastward and 
from the conjunction westward.’

The mean planet moves with its mean motion on 
its orbit the center of which is the center of the Earth. 
The true planet moves with its (mean) motion on an 
eccentric circle the center of which does not coincide 
with the center of the Earth.

Kaksyd in this passage stands for kaksydmandala, 
the orbit on which the mean planet moves. The pra- 
timandala is the eccentric circle on which the true 
planet moves. Because of the eccentricity of this 
second circle the planet is sometimes seen ahead of 
and sometimes back of its mean place.■*

 ̂See Barth {(Entires, III, 151) concomin? this as the only refer
ence to astrology in Aryabhata’s treatise. The reference to vijatlpdta 
(III, 6) should bo added.

* JRAS, 1SQ5, p. AOl.
• See Lalla, Chedyakadhikara, 12-13; Brahmagupta, XIV, 11 and 

X XI, 24.
*See Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, pp. 224 Suryasiddhanta, 

p. 64.
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IS. Tile ccccutrio circle of each planet is equal to its knk^pjn- 
inandaln [liic orbit on which the mean planet moves]. The center 
of the eccentric circle is outside the center of the solid Earth.

The kaksydmandala is determined by I, 4.
19. The distance between the center of the Earth and the 

center of the eccentric circle is equal to the radius of the epicycle. 
The planets move with their mean motions on their cpicycle.s.*

Brahmagupta, X I, 52, has
nicoccavrttamadhyasya golabrdiyena nama krtam uccani | 
tatstho na bhavati ucco yatas tato vetti noccam api. ||

If this really refers to Aryabhata the criticism is futile 
since Aryabhata does not call the center of the epi
cycle iicca. As Caturvedacarya saĵ s, vdgbalam etal.

20. The planet in its swift motion from its ucca has a pm- 
tiloma motion on its epicycle. In its .slow motion from its ucca it 
has an amiloma motion on its epicycle.

The exact meaning of this is not clear to me. It 
can hardly mean that the planet moves on its epicycle 
pratiloma from its stghrocca and anuloma from its 
mandocca. On the epicycle of the apsis the motion 
should be exactly the reverse of these.^

Anuloma means “ eastward” or “ ahead” ; Pratiloma 
means “ westward”  or “ behind.”

Paramesvara remarks that amdoma and pratiloma 
refer to the planet’s position with reference to the 
mean planet as ahead of it or behind it. He also re
marks that the planet is sxghragati in the six signs

 ̂Gf. Lalla, Chedyakadhikara, 8-9; Brahmagupta, XIV, 10 and 
X XI, 24-26.

* See Brahmagupta, XXI, 25-26 and Suryasiddhanta, pp. 63-64, 
67-68.



which arc above, and maridagali in the six signs w hich  
arc below the xicca. When praliloma the true planet 
is below the mean planet. When anuloma the true 
planet is above the mean planet.^ 

inadhyainakaksrivrttc maclliyainaya gacchati graho gatyfi [ 
upari.fthat tallaghvya tadadhikagatya, tv adliahstha}; syat. [|

Parame.svara sums up the content of the stanza with 
madhyamdt sphutasija pratilomdnulomagatitvam uklam.

The meaning of the stanza seems to be that during 
half of its revolution on its epicycle the planet is 
ahead of the mean planet and during half of its 
revolution is behind the mean planet. ^

21. The epicycles move eastward from the apsis arid west
ward from the conjunctions. The mean planet, situated on its 
orbit, appears at the center,of its epicycle.*

The next three stanzas state briefly the method of 
calculating the true places of the planets from their 
mean places.

Paramesvara explains the method as follows:
For the Sun and NIoon only one process of cor

rection is required, that for the apsis.
For Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn four processes are 

necessary: (1) From the mean place the mdndaphala 
is calculated and (half of it is) applied to the mean 
place. (2) From this corrected place the sighraphala 
is calculated and half of it is applied to the corrected 
place. (3) From this result ihoi mandaphala is again 
calculated and applied to the mean place. (4) From 
this result the sighraphala is again calculated and 
applied to the place obtained in the third process.

‘ Cf. Lalla, Bhuvanakosa, 38. - Cf. Brahmagupta, XXI, 25.
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For ^'enus and ^Mercury three procc.-5Scs are nec
essary: (1) From the mean place the sighraphala is 
calculated and htilf of it is applied vyastam (in reverse 
order) to the mandocca (apsis). (2) This corrected 
mandocca is subtracted from the mean place, the 
xnandaphala is calculated from this and applied to the 
mean place. (3) From this corrected place the slf/Zira- 
phala is calculated and applied to the place obtained 
in the second process.

22-23. (The corrections) from the apsis are minus, plus, plus, 
minus (in the four quadrants). (The corrections) from the con
junctions are just the reverse.

In the ca.se of Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars in the first process 
half of the mandaphala obtained from the apsis is minus arid plus 
to the mean planet. Half (the correction) from the conjunction is 
minus and plus to the ynanda planets. (By applying the correc
tion) from the apsis they become sphulamadhya. (By apphang 
the correction) from the conjunction they become sphuia.

24. Half (the correction) from the conjunction i.s to bo ap
plied minus and plus to the apsis. (By applying the correction) 
from the manda [ap.si.s] thus obtained Venus and Mercury become 
8phn(amadhya. They become sphuia (by applying the correction 
from the conjunction). '

The first half of stanza 22 gives the general rule as 
to whether the equations of anomaly and of com
mutation {mandaphala and sighraphala) are to be 
added or subtracted in each of the four quadrants. 
The equatioii from the apsis is minus in the half of 
the orbit beginning with Mesa, plus in the half of the 
orbit beginning with Tula. The equation from the 
conjunction is plus in the half of the orbit beginning 
with Mesa, minus in the half of the orbit beginning 
with Tula.
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The planet is called manda after the first cti;.(c- 
tion from the apsis has been applied to the mean 
place. Sphida means “ true.”

In stanza 2d Paramesvara gives no explanation of 
the two last words, sphutau bhavalah. It would be 
natural to take these words as summing up what 
precedes and to understand that only two processes 
are involved. But Paramesvara’s detailed description 
of the process in his commentary to stanza 21 indi
cates that three processes are involved, that sphutaii 
thavalahL indicates a further application of the equa
tion from the conjunction. The commentj;iry to 
stanza 24 gives in detail the process of calculating the 
equations for apsis and conjunction.^

Brahmagupta (II, 19, 33, 46-47) criticizes Arya
bhata for the inaccuracy of his method of calculating 
the true places.

25. The product of its hypotenuses divided by the radius will 
give the distance between the planet and the Earth.

The planet has the same speed on its epicycle that it has on 
its orbit.

Paramesvara explains that the karnas referred to 
are the slghrakarna and the viandakarna employed 
in the last and the next to the last processes for 
calculating the true places of the planets.

The second half of the stanza is uncertain. This 
same statement was made in unmistakable terms in

^See Pancasiddhdnlikd, XVII, 4-10; Suryasiddhanta, II, 43-45; 
Brahmagupta, II, 34-40; Lalla, Spaiftudhikdra, 31-30; Bhaskara, 
Gavfitddhydya, Spa.̂ t/idhikdra, 34-36 and Golddhydya, Chedyakd- 
dhikdra, 10 fif.; JRAS, 1S63, pp. 353-59; Brennand, op. cit., pp. 214- 
28; Kaye, Hindu Astronomy, pp. S7-S9.
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III, 10. Parame.svara quotes the author of the earlier 
Prakasika, hhCdCirugmhainvarainjdsdrdhaviracildijdm 
kaksydyum yo grahasya javas sa mandanJcocce bhavati. 
tdvatpramdndydrh kaksydydrh graho mandasphidagatya 
gacchatlty. arthah. ity aha. asmdn kim tv etan nopa- 
pamiam iti pralibhddi. Then he explains that the 
meaning may be that the radius of the epicycle is 
equal to the greatest distance by which the mean 
orbit lies inside or outside of the eccentric circle.

Grahavegah is reminiscent of grahajavah in I, 4, 
but the meaning can hardly be the same.

Kama (“ hypotenuse” ) is the distance between the 
center of the Earth and the planet.^

* Cf. Brahmagupta, XXI, 31; Bhaskara, Ganitadhydya, Candra- 
grahariddhiktira, 4-5; Suryasiddhanta, p. 69.



CHAPTER IV 
GOLA OR THE SPHERE

1. From tho beginning of Mo§a to the end of Kanya is the 
northern half of. the ecliptic. The other half from the beginning 
of Taulya to the end of Mina is the southern half of the ecliptic. 
Both deviate equally from the Equator.

Therefore the greatest declinations north and 
south are equal, and the declinations of the first three 
signs in each half are equal to the declinations of the 
last three signs taken in reverse order.^

2. The Sun, the nodes of the planet.s, and the node of the 
Moon move constantly along the ecliptic. The shadow of the 
Earth moves along the ecliptic at a distance of ISO degrees from 
the Sun.

Bhau DajP first pointed out the reference to this 
passage' made by Brahmagupta, XI, 8.®

Barth^ questions the stanza, but without good 
reason.

3. The Moon, from its nodes, moves northward and south
ward of the ecliptic. Likewise Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn. Venus 
and Mercury do the same from their conjunctions.*

4. When the Moon has no declination it is visible when 12 
degrees from the Sun. Venus when 9 degrees. The other planets

* Cf. JRAS, 1SG3, p. 374; Bhattotpala, p. 45.
1865, p. 401.

* Cf. I, 7 and note; Brahmagupta, XXI, 53; Suryasiddh&hta, 
IV, 6.

* CEuvres, III, 154.
* Cf. Suryasiddhanta, I, 6S-C9 and Aryabhallya, I, 6.
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in succes.-<ion according to their decreasing sizes when at 9 
degrees increa.sed by two’s.

Compare Brahmagupta, VI, 6; Suryasiddhanta, 
IX , 6-9 and X, 1; PahcasiddhCuilika, XVII, 12 and 
XVm , 58. Bhau DajP first pointed out the criticism 
of this stanza made by Brahmagupta, VI, 12:
aryabhatah ksetraihsair drsyadrsyan yad uktavfuiis tad asat | 
drgganitavisaiiivadad drgganitaikyaiu svakfdailisaili. [|

5. Half of tlie spheres of the Earth, the planets, and the 
asterisms is darkened by their shadows, and half, being turned 
toward the Sun, is light (being small or large) according to their 
size.*

6. The sphere of the Earth, being quite round, situated in the 
center of space, in the middle of the circle of asterisms, surrounded 
by the orbits of tho planets, consists of water, earth, fire, and air.*

7. Just as a ball formed by a Kadamba flower is surrounded 
on all sides by blossoms just so the Earth is surrounded on all 
sides by all creatures terrestrial and aquatic.*

8. During a day of Brahman the sphere of tho Earth increases 
a yojana in size all around. During a night of Brahmaii, which is 
equal in length to a day of Brahman, there is a decrease by the 
same amount of the Earth which has been increased by Earth.®

9. As a man in a boat going forward sees a stationary object 
moving backward just so at Laiika a man secs the stationary 
asterisms moving backward (westward) in a straight line.

The natural interpretation of this stanza seems
1865, p. 401.

* Cf. Lalla, Madhyagalu'dsand, 40-41; Bhattotpala, p. 100; Pan- 
casiddhantiku, X lll , 35, for the Moon.

* Cf. Ill, l5. Cf. Lalla, Bhugolddhydya, 1; Pancasiddhdnlikd, 
XIII, 1; Bhattotpala, p. 5S (and sea JHAS, 1863, pp. 373-74); 
Alberuni, I, 268.

* Cf. Lalla, Bhugolddhydya, 6; Bhattotpala, p. 58 (and see JRAS, 
1863, pp. 373-74); Bhuskara, Golddhydya, Bhuvanakosa, 3.

* Cf. Lalla, Grahabhraniasanisthddhydya, 20; Bhaskara, Gold
dhydya, Bhuvanakosa, 62.
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to be that an observer at the Equator of the Earth, 
which rotates toward the East, sees the stationary 
celestial objects as though moving westward. But 
Paramesvara explains that whereas the Earth docs 
not really move, it appears to move toward the cast 
because of the westward movement of the asterisms. 
He is forced to take the words anulonia and viloma, 
which regularly mean “ ahead,”  “ eastward,”  and 
“ backward,”  “ westward,” in exactly the opposite 
senses. He explains that persons on the asterisms, 
which move toward the west, would seem to see sta
tionary objects on the Earth moving east\yard. As 
Barth^ points out, this explanation is quite unac
ceptable. It seems that Paramesvara completely mis
represents the opinion of Aryabhata, as clearly stated 
in several places in the text, and as described by 
Brahmagupta and other critics of Aryabhata.

There is nothing to indicate that this stanza repre
sents a state of affairs caused by inithijdjhdna (“ false 
knowledge).”

Bhattotpala (pp. 58-59) quotes this stanza and 
then refutes it by quoting the Paficasiddhdritikd, 
X III,. 6-8, Paulisa, Brahmagupta, and strangely 
enough Aryabhata himself (the following stanza, IV,' 
10). It is curious that Aryabhata should be quoted 
against himself, and that Bhattotpala should not 
indicate clearly which, view really represents Arya
bhata’s own opinion. It looks as though Bhattotpala 
regarded the first stanza as containing a piirvapak^a 
or erroneous view.-

*Op. aZ., Ill, 15S n. * Cf. JRAS, 1863, pp. 375-77.
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For criticisms of the rotation of the Earth see 
Alberuni (I, 27G-77, 280); Lalla, Milhydjndnd- 
dhydjja, 42-43; Sripati as reported in the Lucknow 
edition of Bhaskara’s Golddhydya, page 83; sec also 
Barth.^

Colebrooke- quotes Prthudaka the commentator 
on Brahmagupta as follows:

bhapanjaralj sthiro bhur evavJ•tya^Ttya praticlaivasikau ]
uclayastaraayau sampadayati nak§atragrahanfim. [1*

The Vdsandvdrttika to Bhaskara’s Grahaganita, 
page 113,̂  quotes the foregoing stanza and remarks 
that according to Aryabhata the planets move toward 
the east, the asterisms are stationary, and the Earth 
rotates eastward.

10. The cause of their rising and setting is due to the fact 
that the circle of the asterisms, together with the planets, driven 
by the provector wind, constant!}' moves straight westw'ard at 
Lahka.*

Bhattotpala (p. 59) quotes this stanza to disprove 
the precediing stanza which he quoted on page 58 (cf. 
JRAS, 1863, p. 377).«

The Marici (p. 43) to Bhaskara’s Grahaganita  ̂
quotes this stanza.

 ̂Op. cit., in , 158. * Essays, II, 392.
* See JRAS, 1865, pp. 403-4; I HQ, I, GG6 (the words given as a 

direct quotation from Aryabhata are incorrect); /JC.l/iS, XVII (1926), 
175. The author of the last article remarks that it is not clear 
whether Aryabhata had in mind the geocentric or the heliocentric 
motion of the Earth. The latter is out of the question. Cf. Ill, 15, 
hhumir medhtbhiUd khamadhyaslha, and IV, 6, khamadhyagalah.

* Pandit, Vol. XXX I.
‘  Cf. Suryasiddhdnla, II, 3: Lalla, Madhyamddhikdra, 12,
‘  See Barth, op. cit., Ill, 158.  ̂Pandit, Vol. X XX .
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The VusanCiidiilika to Bhfiskiira’s Gmhaganila (p. 
118)‘ quotes this stanza appai’eiitly without seeing in 
it anything contradictory to the preceding stanza 
which was quoted on page 113, and with the remark 
that Aryabhata is here following the opinion of 
Vrddhavasistha.

If the readings of our text are correct it is difficult 
to see how the two stanzas can be brought into agree
ment. The ninth stanza states unequivocally" that 
the asterisms are stationary and implies the rotation 
of the Earth. The tenth stanza seems to state that the 
asterisms, together ŝith the planets, are driven by 
the provector wind. This would imply the ordinary 
point of view of most Indian astronomers that the 
Earth was stationary. Paramesvara avoids the diffi
culty by assuming that stanza 9 describes a state of 
mind brought about by mithydjndna (“ false knowl
edge” )- But since several other stanzas (I, 1; I, 4; 
III, 5; IV, 48) and the testimony of later writers who 
quote Aryabhata prove that Aryabhata believed in 
the rotation of the Earth,, it is impossible to follow 
Paramesvara. We might understand in stanza 10 the 
phrase “ they seem to move” as stating a piirvapaksa 
(the erroneous view), but in the absence of any word 
to suggest this interpretation it is a doubtful expedi
ent. Stanza 10 cannot be regarded as an interpolation 
(unless one stanza has been dropped out in order to 
make room for it) because the last three sections of 
Aryabhata’s work were known to Brahmagupta as 
“ The Hundred and Eight Stanzas” (and our text con
tains 108 stanzas).

 ̂Ibid., Y ol X X X I.
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11. In the center of the Nanchma forest is Meru, a
yojana in monsure (diameter and height), shining, surrounded by 
the liimavut Mountains, made gf jewels, quite round.^

12. Heaveu and Mcrii arc at the center of the land, Hell and 
Vadavumukha are at the center of the water. The gods and the 
dwellers in IIcll both think constantly that the others are beneath 
them.*

Quoted by Bhat^otpala, page 58.’
13. Sunrise at Lanka is sunset at Siddhapura, midday at 

Yavakotl, and midnight at Roinaka.*

Bralunagupta’s criticism (XI, 12)
suryadayas caturtha dinavara yad uvuca tad asad aryabhatah | 
lahkodaye yato ’rkasyastamay'am piaha siddhapure ||

is incorrect, as pointed out by Sudhiikara in his com
ment ary.-

14. Lanka is 90 degrees from the centers of the land and 
water [north and south poles). Ujjain is straight north of Lanka 
by 221- degrees.®

15. From a level place half of the sphere of the asterisms

* Cf. I, 5. Cf. also Suryasiddhanta, XII, 34; Lalla, Bhuvanakoia,
Bhiskara, Golddhyiiyd, Bhuvanakosa, 31; Alberuni (I, 244, 

246). Quoted by BhaRotpala, p. 58 (cf. JRAS, 1SG3, p. 373).
* Cf. Pancasiddhanlikd, XIII, 2-3; Suryasiddk&nla, XII, 35-36, 

63; Brahmagupta, X X I, 3; Lalla, Bhugolddhydya, Z-A’, Bhoskara, 
Golddhydya, Bhuvanakoia, 17-2Q, 31.

» Cf. JRAS, 1863, p. 373.
* Cf. Kern, Bfhat Sa7hhitd, Preface, p. 57; Suryasiddhdnta, XII, 

38-41; Pancasiddhanlikd, XV, 23; haWa,. Bhugolddhydya, 12; Bhas- 
kara, Golddhydya, Bhuvanakosa, 17, 44; Alberuni I, 267-68; JRAS, 
1865, p. 402.

®Cf. Suryasiddhanta, I, 62; Pahcasxddhdntika, XIII, 17; Lalla, 
Madhyamudhikdra, 55, and Bhuvanakosa, 41; Brahmagupta, XXI, 
9; Bhaskara, Golddhydya, Bhuvanakosa, 50 iVdsandbhd!}ya), and 
Madhyagali, 24; Alberuni, I, 316 (cf. BCMS, XVII [1926], 71).
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decreased by the radius of. the Earth is visible. The other half, 
plus the radius of the Earth, is cut off by the Earth.‘

16. The gods, who dwell in the north on Mcru, .see the 
northern half of the sphere of the, asterisms moving from left to 
right. The Pretas, who dwell in the south at Vadavumukha, .̂ ee 
the southern half of the sphere of the asterisms moving from 
right to left.*

Quoted by Bha^totpala, page 324.^
17. The gods and the Pretas see the Sun after it has risen for 

half a solar year. The Fathers who dwell in the Moon see it for 
half a lunar month. Here men see it for half a natural [civil] day.^

Referred to by Alberuni, I, 330.
18. There is a circle east and west (the prime vertical) and 

another north and south (the meridian) both passing through 
zenith and nadir. There is a horizontal circle, the horizon, on 
which the heavenly bodies rise and set.®

19. The circle which intersects the east and west points and 
two points on the meridian which are above and below the horizon 
by the amount of the observer’s’latitude is called the unmandala. 
On it the increase and decrease of day and night are measured.

The unmandala is the east and west hour-circle 
which passes through the poles. It is also called “ the 
horizon of Lanka.” ®

* Cf. Lalla, Bhuvanakoia, 36; Brahmagupta, XXI, 64; Bhaskara, 
GolidhySya, Triprasnavdsand, 3S.

* Gf. Siryasiddhdnla, XII, 55; Pancasiddhdnlikd, XIII, 9;
Brahmagupta, XXI, 6-7; Lalla, Grahabhrainasathsthudhydya, 3-5; 
Bhaskara, Golddhydya, Bhuvanakosa, 51. '

*.Cf. Ji2A5, 1863, p. 378.
♦ Cf. Suryasiddhanta, X.II, 74 and XIV, 14; Lalla, Grahabhra- 

masaihsthddydya, 14; Brahmagupta, XXI, 8; Paheasiddhantika, 
XIII, 27, 38.

‘  Cf. Lalla, Golabandhddhikdra, 1-2; Brahmagupta, XXI, 49.
• Cf. Lalla, Golabandhddhikdra, 3; Brahmagupta, X XI, 50.
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20. The cast and west line and the north and south line and 
the perpendicular from zenith to nadir intersect in the place where 
the observer i<.

21. The veifical circle which pas.scs through the place where 
the observer is and the planet is the drhmandala. There is also 
the drkk.iepamaridala which passes through the nonagesimal 
point.^

The nonagesimal or central-ecliptic point is the 
point on the ecliptic which is 90 degrees from the 
point of the ecliptic which is on the horizon.

These two circles are used in calculating the 
parallax in longitude in eclipses.

22. A light wooden sphere should be made, round, and of
equal weight in ever>* part. By ingenuity one should cause it to 
revolve so a.s to keep pace with the progress of time by means of 
quicksilver, oil, or water.* ' ,

Sukuniar Ranjan Das  ̂ remarks that tw'O instru
ments are named in this stanza (the gola and the 
cahra), I can see no reference to the cahra.

23. On the visible half of the sphere one should depict half 
of the sphere of the asterisms by means of sines.

The equinoctial sine is the sine of latitude. The sine of co
latitude is its ko{i.

The sine of the distance between the Sun and the 
zenith at midday of the equinoctial day is the equi
noctial sine. This is the same as the equinoctial 
shadow and equals the sine of latitude. It is the base.

* Cf. Suryasiddharda, V, 6-7 n.; Kaye, Hindu Astronomy, p. 76.
* Cf. Suryasiddhanta, XIII, 3 ff.; Lalla, Yanlrddhydya, 1 ff.; I  HQ, 

IV,265ff.
» 7//Q, IV, 2.59, 262.
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The sine of co-lutitudc is "he koti (the side perpen
dicular to the base) or sahlai (gnomon)d

24. Subtract the square of the sine of the given {Icclination 
from the sq\iare of the radius. Tiie square root of the remainder 
will be the radius of the day-circle north or south of the Equator.

The day-circle is the diurnal circle of revolution 
described by a planet at any given declination from 
the Equator. So these day-circles are small circles 
parallel to the Equator.-

25. Multiply the day-radius of the circle of greatest declina
tion (24 degrees) by the sine of the desired sign of the zodiac 
and divide by the radius of the day-circle of the desired sign of 
the zodiac. The result will be the equivalent in right ascension of 
the desired sign beginning with Me§a.

To determine the right ascension of the sigri.s of 
the zodiac, that is to say, the time which each sign 
of the ecliptic will take to rise above the horizon at 
the Equator.^*

26. The sine of latitude multiplied by the sine of the given 
declination and divided by the sine of co-latitude is the earth- 
sine, which, being situated in the plane of one’s day-circle, is the 
sine of the increase of day and night.

The earth-sine is the distance in the plane of the 
day-circle between the observer's horizon and the

A Cf- Brahmagupta, III, 7-8; Lalla, Sdnidnyagolabandha, 9-10; 
Bhaskara, Ganitddhydya, Triprahiddhikdra, 12-13.

* Cf. Lalla, Spa f̂ddhikdrd, IS; Paiicasiddhdntikd, IV, 23; Surya- 
siddhdnla, II, 60; Brahmagupta, II, 56; Bhaskara, Gai îlddhydya, 
Spa t̂ddhikdra, 48 {Vdsandbhd^ya)’, Kaye, op. cil., p. 73.

• Cf. Lalla, Triprasnddhikdra, 8; Brahmagupta, II, 57-58; 
Suryasiddhdnta, III,, 42-43 and note; Pancasiddhdntikd, IV, 29-30; 
Bhaskara, Ga^itadhyaya, Spa l̂ddhikdra, 57; Kaye, op. cil., pp. 79-80.
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horizon of Lahkfi (the luvnandala). ^^ l̂en trans
formed to the plane of a great circle it becomes the 
ascensional dilfercnce.^t *

27. The first and fourth quadrants of the ecliptic rise in a 
quarter of a day (15 ghalikds) minus the ascensional dilTcrence. 
The second and third quadrants rise in  a quarter of a day plus 
the ascensional difference, w'ith regular increase and decrease.

The last phrase means that the values for signs 
1, 2, 3 are equal, respectively, to those of signs 6, 5, 4 
and that the values of 7, 8, 9 are equal, respective!}’, 
to those of 12, 11, 10. They increase in the first 
quadrant, decrease in the second, increase in the 
third, and decrease in the fourth. There are, there
fore," only three numerical values involved, those cal
culated for the first three signs. See the table given in 
Suryasiddhdnta, III, 42-45 n.-

28. The sine of the Sun at any given point from the horizon 
on its day-circle multiplied by the sine of co-latitude and divided 
by the radius is the sahku when any giyen part of the day has 
elapsed or remains.

The sahku is the sine of the altitude of the Sun at 
any time on the vertical circle from the zenith pas
sing through the Sun. Cf. Brahmagupta, X X I, 63, 
drgmandale naidmsajyd drgjyd sahkur unnatdmsajya,

* Cf. Surya.'iiddhdnla, II, 61-63;. Lalla, Spa§lddhikdra, 17, and 
Sdmdnyagolabandha, 4; Brahmagupta, II, 57-60; Paficasiddhdnlikd, 
IV, 26 and note; Bhaskara, Gaiiilddhydya, Spa t̂dclhikdra, 48; Kaye, 
op. cil., p. 73.

*Cf. LaWo., Madhyagalivdsana, 15; Bhaskara, Gaiiilddhydya, 
Spa l̂ddhikdra, 65 (Vdsandbhd^ya) who names Aryabhata in connec
tion with this rule.



and Bhaskara, GolCidhijaija, Triprainavasand, 30, 
safikur unnatakivajijakd hkavel}

Paramcsvara remarks: nltaragolc gatarjanlavga.- 
suhhyas caradalO.iun visodhya j'lvdni dddya svdhord- 
trdrdhena nihalya trijyayd vibhajya labdhe bkujydm 
praksipeL sd ksilijad ulpannd svdhordtrestajyd hhavati. 
This corresponds to the so-called cheda of Brahma
gupta.

29. Multiply the giv’en sine of altitude of the Sun by the sine 
of latitude (the equinoctial sine) and divide by the sine of co
latitude. The result w ll be the base of the kihku of the Sun south 
of the rising and setting line.

Bankvagra is the same as sahkutala (“ the base of 
the safiku” ) and denotes the distance of the base of 
the sanku from the rising and setting line.-

30. The sine of the greatest declination multiplied by the 
given base-sine of the Sun and divided by the sine of co-latitude 
is the Sun’s agra on the east and west horizons.

The agrd is the Sun's amplitude or the sine of the 
degrees of difference between the day-circle and the 
east and west points on the horizon.®

The proportions employed are those given in 
Suryasiddhanta, V, 3 n,

‘  Cf. Suryasiddhanta, III, 35-39 and note; Brahmagupta, III, 
25-26; BCil/S, XVIII (1927), 25.

* Cf. Brahmagupta, III, 65 and X XI, 63; Bhiiskara, Golddhyaya, 
Triprainavdsana, 40-42 (and Vdsandbhd̂ i/a) and Ganiiddhjd’ja, Tri- 
praknddhikdra, 73 (and Vdsandbhd^ya)] Lalla, Triprasnddhikdra, 49.

•See Suryasiddhanta, III, 7 n.; Brahmagupta, XXI, 61; Bhas
kara, GolddhySya, Triprasnavdsand, 39 and GaryUadhydya, Triprasnd- 
dhikdra, 17 (Vasandbhd^ya).
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31. The measure of the Sim’s amplitude north of the Equator 
[i.e., when the Sun is in the Northern hemisphere], if less than the 
sine of latitude, multiplied by the sine of co-latitude and divided 
by the sine of latitude gives the sine of the altitude of the Sun 
on the prime vertical.^

Bhau DajR first pointed out that Brahmagupta 
(XI, 22) contains a criticism of stanzas 30-31.

uttaragolc ’grayarii vl^uvajjyato yad uktam unayam |
samamandalagas tad asat kraiitijyayam yato bhavati [|

Paramcsvara remarks: visuvajjyonci cet. visuvaj- 
jyonayd krdntyd sadhitd ced ity arlhah, visiivaj- 
jyonakrdnlmddhd sodaggatdrkdgrd.

32. The sine of the degrees by which the Sun at midday has 
risen above the horizon will be the sine of altitude of the Sun at 
midday. The sine of the degrees by which the Sun is belo.w’ the 
zenith at midday will be the midday shadow.

33. Multiply the meridian-sine by the orient-sine and divide 
by the radius. The square root of the difference between the 
squares of this result and of the meridian-sine will be the sine of 
the ecliptic zenith-distance.

The madhyajyd or “ meridian-sine" is the sine of 
the zenith-distance of the meridian ecliptic point.

The udayajyd or “ orient-sine" is the sine of the 
amplitude of that point of the ecliptic which is on 
the horizon.

The sine of the ecliptic zenith-distance of that 
point of the ecliptic which has the greatest altitude 
(nonagesimal point) is called the drkksepajyd.^

*Cf. Siiryasiddhdnta, 111, 25-26 n.; Brahmagupta, III, 52; 
Pancasiddhdntikd, IV,- 32-3, 35 n.

* JRAS, 1865, p. 402.
• Cf. Siiryasiddhdnta, V, 4-6; Pancasiddhdntikd, IX, 19-20 and 

note; Lalla, Suryagrahanddhikdra, 5-6; Kaye, op. cil., pp. 76-77; 
BCMS, X IX  (1928), 36.’
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Bnihmagupta (XI, 29-30) criticizes this stanza as 
follows;

vitribhalagnc drkk§cpamandalaih tadapamanclalayutau jya, 1 
madhya, drkk§epajya naryabhatoktanaya tulya H 
drkk§epajyato ’sat tannasad avaiia’ or nasah 1 
avaaatinasad grasasyonadhikata ravigrahanc. I|

34. The square root of the difference of the squares of the 
sines of the ecliptic zenith-distance and of the zenith-distance is 
the sine of the ecliptic-altitude.
kuvasat k§itije sva dfk chaya bhuvyasardham nabhomadhyat.

The sine of the altitude of the nonagesimal point 
of the ecliptic is called the drggatijyci.

Drk is equivalent to drgjyd the sine of the zenith- 
distance of any planet.^

This stanza is criticized by Brahmagupta (XI, 
27):

drkk§epajya bahur drgjya karno ’nayolji krtivisc.'ut | 
mulaih drgnatijiva sariisthanam ayuktarn etad api. |[

^The construction of the second part of the stanza 
and the exact meaning of drk and chdyd are not clear 
to me. It seems to mean that when the sine of the 
zenith-distance is equal to the radius the greatest 
parallax (horizontal parallax) is equal to the radius 
of the Earth. Kuvasat (“ because of the Earth” ) 
seems to indicate that parallax is due to the fact 
that we are situated on its surface and not at its 
center, and that parallax, therefore, is the difference 
between the positions of an object as seen from the 
center and from the surface of the Earth.

*Cf. Suryasiddhanta, V, 6; Lalla, Suryagrahar̂ ia, 6; Paficasi- 
ddhSntika, IX, 21 and p. 60; Bhuskara, Ganitadhydya, Suryagrahana, 
II, 6-6 (and Vdsandbha^ya); BCMS, X IX  (192S), 36-37.

76 ARYABH.VriYA

Paramesvara’s explanation is as follows: 
Dj-gblicdahctubluita svaccbriyrc drgjya v i  svadrggatijya va 

drkkscpajya vety adluih. sfi yadi k. îtije bhavati nabhomLidhyut 
k^itijfiiitri bhavati \’yasardhatulya bhavatity arthas tada 
kuvasad bhumivasau ni$panuo drgblvedo vyasardham bhavati 
bhuvyasardhatulyadi drgbhcdayojanain ity arthal.i. autaialc 
’nupatat ka!p3'ain. ’

Sukumar Ran]an Das  ̂ states that there is no 
reference to parallax in Aryabhata. If Paramesvara is 
correct in interpreting the second part of the rule as 
giving yq/anas of drghheda (parallax), we must ascribe 
to Aryabhata the knowledge of parallax, even though 
no rules are given for its calculation at intermediate 
points. It is hard to see what else the “ radius of the 
Earth”  can refer to when given immediately after 
rules for finding the drkksepajya and the drggati- 
jyd (cf. Brahmagupta, X X I, 64-65, and Bhaskara, 
Golddhydya, Grahanavdsand, 11-17), especially since 
parallax was well known to the old Suryasiddhanta 
which antedated Aryabhata.^ ,

It seems to me that the passage is probably to be 
interpreted in the light of Brahmagupta, X X I, 64-65:

drsyadfsyarh drggolardharfi bhuvj’̂ asadalavihlnayutam ( 
draita bhugolopari yatas tato lambanavanatl [| 
k§itije bhudalaliptab kak^ayaih dfunatir nabhomadhyat I 
avanatilipta yamyottara ravigrahayad anj'-atra. II* ,

35. The sine of latitude multiplied by the sine of celestial 
latitude and divided by the sine of co-latitude is minus and plu.s 
to the Moon when it is north of the ecliptic depending on

* “ Parallax in Hindu Astronomy,”  BCMS, X IX  (192S), 29-42.
* Cf. Pancasiddhanlika, p. 60.
*See also Lalla, Madhyagativasand, 23-2S.
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whether it is in the Eastern or Western hemisphere, plus uni.i 
minus when it is south of the ecliptic under the same circum
stances.

This staaza and the next give the calculation 
called drkkarman, an operation for determining the 
point on the ecliptic to which a planet having a given 
latitude will be referred by a secondary to the prime 
vertical. It has been called “ operation for apparent 
longitude” and falls into two parts, namely, the 
“ operation for latitude”  {ak.^adrkkarman) tvecitcd in 
this stanza and the “ operation for ecliptic-deviation” 
{dyanadrkkannan) treated in the following stanza.^

The stanza is criticized by Brahmagupta (XI, 34):
vik|epagunak§ajya lambakabhakta grahe dhanam fnam yat | 
uktam udayustamayayor na pratighatikaiii yatas tad asat. |1

Brahmagupta, X , 13-14 gives a general criticism 
of Aryabhata’s drkkarman, followed by an exposition 
of his own method.

36. Multiply the versed sine (of the Moon) by the, celestial 
latitude and by the (greatest) declination, and divide by the 
square of the radius. The result is minus or plus to the Moon 
when it is in the northern ayana depending on whether its celestial 
latitude is north or south, and plus or minus when it is in the 
southern ayana under the same conditions. ■

Paramesvara explains utkramanam by kotyd 
utkramajyd.

The ayanas are the northern and southern paths 
of the Sun from solstice to solstice.’

'  Cf. Suryasiddhanla, VII, 8-9 n.; Kaye, op. cit., pp. 78-79.
* Cf. Suryasiddhanta, VII, 10 n.; Lalla, Madhyagativasand, 

47-48.
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Criticized by Brahm; ;[)ta (XI, 35):
trijyukrtibhaktri vik.^cp.". .iimigur.otkramajyendolj |
ayananto yad rnadlianaih au tasy-Idaii tato *sat tat. ||

37. The Moon consists of water, the Sun of fire, the Earth 
of earth, and the Earth’s shadow of darkness. The Moon ob
scures the Sun and the great shadow o: the Earth obscures the 
Moon.*

Brahmagupta (XI, 9) remarks:
aryabhato janati graha§tagatiih yad uktavants tad asat |
ruhukrtam na grahanam tatputo nljiam o rahul>. ||

There is no such statement in our text and Brahma
gupta himself (XX I, 43-48) ascribes eclipses to Rahu.

38. When at the end of the true lunar month the Moon, being. 
near the node, enters the Sun, or when at the end of the half
month the Moon enters the shadow of the Earth that is the 
middle of the eclipse which occurs sometimes before and some
times after the exact end of the lunar month or half-month.

Paremesvara remarks, sphutaia.nmd$dnie lamha- 
nasamskrie ’mdvasydntakdle. He also takes the words 
adhikonam as meaning “ middle of the eclipse which 
lasts for a longer or shorter time,”  but gives as an 
alternate explanation offered by some the foregoing 
translation.®

39. Multiply the distance between the Earth and the Sun by 
the diameter of the Earth and divide by the difference between 
the diameters of the Earth and the Sun. The result will be the 
length of the shadow o f the Earth (measured) from the diameter 
of the Earth.

* Cf. Suryasiddhdnla, IV, 9; Lalla, Madhyagaiivdsand, 29, 34.
• Cf. Surya<siddhunla, IV, 6, 16; Lalla, Candragrahana, 10; Albe- 

runi, II, 111.
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The last clause seems to indicate that the measure
ment is to be reckoned from the center of the Earth.’

40. Tho difference between the length of tlic F.nrth's sle'.dow 
and the distance of the Moon from tlie Eartli multiplied by the 
diameter of the Earth and divided by the length of tho Earth’s 
shadow is the diameter of the Earth’s shadow (in the orbit of tlte 
Moon).*

41. Subtract the square of the celestial latitude of the Moon 
from the square of half the sum (of the diameters of the Sun and 
Moon or of the Moon and the shadow). The square root of the 
remainder is known as the sthityardha. From this the time is 
calculated by means of the daily motions of the Sun and Moon.

The sthityardha is half of the time from first to 
last contact.®

42. Subtract the radius of the Moon from the radius of the 
Earth’s shadow. Subtract from the square of the remainder the 
square of the celestial latitude. The square root of this remainder 
^tU be the vimardardha.

The vimardardha denotes half of the time of total 
obscuration.^

43. Subtract the radius of the Moon from the radius of the 
Earth’s shadow. Subtract this remainder from the celestial 
latitude. The remainder is the part of the IMoon which is not 
eclipsed.

44. Subtract the given time from half of the duration of the 
obscuration. Add this to tho square of the celestial latitude. Take

* Cf. Brahmagupta, XXIII, 8.
* Cf. Brahmagupta, XXIII, 9.
* Cf. Paheasiddhanliku, VI, 3 and X, 26-3; Suryadddhanta, IV, 

12-13; Brahmagupta, IV, 8.
*Cf. Suryasiddhanta, IV, 13; Paheasiddhantika, X, 7; Brah

magupta, IV, 8.
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the square root. Subtract this from half the sum of the diameter.--. 
Tive remainder will bo the obscuration at the given time.*

The first sentence ought to be: “ Subtract the 
koti of the given time from the koti of the sthityardha. 
Square this.”

45. The sine of the latitude rnultiplied by the sine of the 
hour-angle and divided by the radius is the deflection due to 
latitude. It is south.

sthityardhac carkendos trirasisahitayanat sparse.

For the difficulty of the stanza and the gap in the 
commentary of Paramesvara gee the Preface to 
Kern’s edition (pp. v-\d) with the references to 
Bhaskaia.

“ Hour-angle”  is expressed by madhyahnat krama 
(gunitah). “ Deflection due to latitude”  seems to be 
the meaning of dik.

The first part deals with the aksavalana or “ deflec
tion due to latitude.”  According to Paramesvara, it 
is south in the Eastern and north in the Western 
hemisphere. The other books give just the opposite.

Paramesvara remarks, etad aksavalanarii sthitya
rdhac ca.. sthityardhasahdena tanmidahhuto viksepa 
ucyate.

Paramesvara also remarks, ayanasahdendpakrama 
ucyate. trirdsisahitad arkdc candrdc ca nispanno 
'pakramo *pi tayor drkendor valanam bhavati.

Paramesvara e.xplains sparse as sparsa iti grahana 
ity evdrthatah.

However the second part of the stanza is to be
* Cf. Suryadddhiinta, IV, lS-20; Pahcasiddhanlika, X, 5-G; 

Brahmagupta, IV’, 11-12.
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translated it must deal with the so-called ayanorahnui 
or “ deflection due to the deviation of the ecliptic 
from the equator.”

Both valanas (“ deflection of the ecliptic” ) were 
employed in the projection of eclipses.^

46. At the beginning of an eclipse the Moon is dhumra, when 
half ob.scured it is kr.pia, when completely obscured it is kapiln, 
at the middle of an eclipse it is krpinhunra}

47. When the Moon edlipses the Sun even though an eighth 
part of the Sun is covered this is not prcceptible because of the 
brightness of the Sun and the transparency of the Moon.*

48. The Sun has been calculated from the conjunction of the 
Earth and the Sun, the Moon from the conjunction of the Sun and 
Moon, and all the other planets from the conjunctions of the 
planets and the Moon.^

49. By the grace of God the precious sunken jewel of true 
knowledge has been rescued by me, by means of the boat of my 
own knowledge, from the ocean which consists of true and false 
knowledge.*

50. He who disparages this universally true science of 
astronomy, which formerly was revealed by Svayambhu, and is 
now described by me in this Anjabhaiijja, loses his good deeds 
and his long life.®

Read praiikuncuko.
* Cf. Brahmagupta, IV, 16-17 and X XI, 66; Lalla, Candragraha- 

' ^ddhikara, 23, 25; Silnjasiddhdnta, IV, 24-25: “ From the position of
the eclipsed body increased by three signs calculate the degrees of 
declination.”

See Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, pp. 2S0-S3; Kaye, Hindu 
Astronomy, pp. 77-78.

* Cf. Siiryasiddhanta, VI, 23; Lalla, Candragrahatiddhikara, 36; 
Brahmagupta, IV, 19.

* Cf. Suryasiddhanta, VI, 13.
« Cf. BCMS, X II (1920-21), 1S3.
» Cf. ihid., p. 187. ‘ Cf.JiJAS, 1911, p. 114.
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[Including the most important Sanskrit proper names]

Alberuni, 10, 14, 15, 53, t’.O 
Alphabet, letters of, used with 

numerical value, 2-9 
Altitude of Sun, sine of, 72, 73 

at midday, 74 
on prime vertical, 74 

Amplitude, of Sun, 73, 74 
Anomaly, equation of, 60 
Apparent longitude, 77 
Apsides of planets, epicycles, 18 

motion, 16-18, 52 
position, 16 

Apsis of Moon, 63, 54 
epicycle, 18 
revolutions, 9 

Apsis of Sun, epicycle, 18 
motion, 1&-18, 52 
position, 16

Area, any plane figure, 27 
circle, 27 
square, 21 
trapezium, 27 
triangle, 26

Ascensional difference, 72 
Asterisms, 55, 56

half-dark, half-light, 64 
revolutions, 52 
stationary, xiv, 64-67 

Asterisms, circle, of, 55
driven by provector wind, 66 
sixty times orbit of Sun, 13 
surrounds Earth as center, 64 

Asterisms, sphere of, half, de
picted on a sphere, 70 
half, minus radius of Earth 

visible to men, 68-69

visible to Gods, half to 
Prelas, 69

Balubhadra, 16
Balls, pile of, with triangular 

base, 37
Base of ^arlku, 73 
Base of triangle, 26, 33, 70 
Base-sine of Sun, 73 
Bharata battle, 12 
Bhaskara, 14, 19, 27 n., 2S, 55, 

66, 67, 73, 76, 80 
Bha^otpala, 65, 68, 69 
Brahmagupta, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14, 15, 17, 18, 55, 57, 58, 61, 
68, 74, 75, 76, 78 

Brahman, day of. See Day 
night of, 64

Central ecliptic-point. See Xon- 
agesimal point

Chain, in indeterminate equa
tions, 43, 45-50 

Circle, area, 27
chord of one-sixth circumfer

ence, 27
construction, 30 
quadrant, in constructing 

sines, 28
relation of circumference to 

diameter, 28 
iaras, 33
sampatasaras, 34-35 

Civil day, 52, 69 
Co-latitude, sine of, 70, 71, 72, 

73, 74, 76
Commutation, equation of, 60 
Compass, 31

83
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Conjunctions, Earth and Sun, 
52, SI
Moon and Sun, .52, SI 
Moon and jilancts, SI 
planets with one anotlicr 

number in a yuga, 51 
past and future, calculated 

from distance apart, 
41-12

Conjunctions, of planets, epi
cycles, IS 
revolutions, 9
Venus and Mercury cross 

eclii)tic at, 63 
Cube, defined, 21 
Cube root, 24-26

Day, 51
civil, 52, 69 
sidereal, 52 

Day-circle, 71, 72 
radius, 71

Day of Brahman, 12
increase of Earth during, 64 
measurement of, 53 
part which has elapsed, 12 

Day-radius, 71 
Declination, 71
Declination, greatest: of ecliptic, 

16
day-radius, 71 
sine of, 73, 77

Deflection, in eclipses, 80-81 
Degrees, 13, 56
Deviation, of ecliptic from Equa

tor, 63
of Moon and planets from 

ecliptic, 16
Diameter, of circle, relation to 

, circurnference, 28 
of Earth, Sun, Moon, and 

planets, 15

Earth, compared to round Ka- 
daraba flower, 64

conjunction with Sun, .52, SI 
constitution, 61, 7S 
diameter, 15 
half dark, half light, 64 
increase and decrease in size, 

64
located in center of space, 56, 

64
moves one minute in a p ra m ,  

13
revolutions eastward, 9 
rotation, 9, 14, 65-66 
shadow. .See Shadow 
simile of man moving in a 

boat, 64 
Earth-sine, 71 
Earth-wind, IS 
East and west hour-circle, 69 
Eccentric circle, equal in size to 

orbit, 58
location of center, 58 
movement of planet on, 57

Eclipses, 78-81
causes and time, 78 
color of Moon, .81 
deflection, 80-81 
halt-duration, 79 
middle, 78
obscuration at given time, 

79-80
of Sun not pcrcep.tible if less 

than one-eighth obscured, 
81

part of Moon not eclipsed, 79 
shadow of Earth, 78-79 
total'obscuration, 79 

Ecliptic, deviates equally from 
Equator, 03
deviation of Moon and plan

ets from, 16 
greatest declination, 16 
northern and southern halves, 

63
quadrants, 72
Sun, nodes of Moon and plan

ets, and shadow of Earth 
move along, 63
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Ecliptic-altitude, sine of, 7") 
Ecliptic-deviation, 77 
Ecliptic zenith-distance, sine of, 

74, 75
Epicycles, tUniensions, IS, 5S 

mean planets at centers, 59 
mov'cmcnt of, 59

planets on, 58, 59, 01 
number of revolutions, 51 

Equator, celestial, 03 
Equator, terrestrial. See Lankii 
Equinoctial shadow, 70 
Equinoctial sine, 70, 73

Factors, problems relating to 
two, 38

Fathera, dwell in Moon, 09 
See Sun for half,a month, 09 
year of, 53 

Fractions, 40

Gnomon, 31-33, 71 
Gods, dwell on Meru, 09

see northern half of stellar 
sphere, 69

see Sun for half a year, 09 
think dwellers in Hell are be

neath them, 08 
year of, 53

Half-duration, of eclipse, 79 
Heaven, at center of land, 08 
Hell, at center of ocean, 08 
Himavat Mountains, 08 
Horizon, 09
Horizon of Lanka, 09, 72 
Horizontal, how determined, 30 
Hour-angle, 80
Hypotenuse, of a planet, 61 ■ 

relation to sides of right-angle 
triangle, 31, 33

Indeterminate equations of first 
degree QcnUaka), xiv, 42-50

Intercalary months, .72 
Interest, 38-39 
Inverse method, -10
Jupiter. Sec Planets 

years of, 51

Kusumapura, 21

Lalla, 10, M, 15, 18, 19, 59, 00 
Lanka (terrestrial Equator), 9, 

01, 00, OS 
horizon of, 09, 72 
90 degrees from poles, OS 

Latitude, celestial, 76, 77, 79 
Latitude, sine of, 70, 71, 73, 74, 

70, 80
Long letter, as measure of time, 

51
Longitude, apparent, 77 
Lunar days, omitted, 53 
Lunar month, 52 ,69

Maluisiddhanta, xvi 
Manu, period of, 12 
Marici, 60 
Mars. <See Planets 
Mean planet, 57, 58, 59, 60 
Mean motion, of planets, 57, 58 
Mercury. See Planets 
Meridian, 69 

, Meridian-sine, 74 
Meru, at center of land, 68 

description, 68 
dimensions, 15, 68 
home of the gofis, OS 

Midday shadow, 74 
Midnight school, 11 n.
Minutes, 13, 56 
Month, 51

intercalary, 52 
lunar, 52, 69

Moon, calculated from conjunc
tion of Sun and Moon, SI

SG AIlYABIIATlYA

causes eclipse of Sim, 78 
crosse.s ecliptic at n '.ile, 03 
diameter, 15
distance from Sun which 

visible, 03
eclipse. See Eclipses 
epicycle of ajisis, 18 
greatest deviation from eclij)- 

tic, 10
half dark, half light, 64 
home of the Fathers, 69 
Lord of Monday, 50-57 
made of water, 78 
nearest to Earth, 50 
node moves along ecliptic, 63 
revolutions, 9 

of apsis, 9 
of node, 9

true place, calculation of, 59 
Munis vara, xv

Nandana forest, 68 
Ni^ht of Brahman, decrease of 

Earth during, 64 
Node of Moon, moves along 

ecliptic, 63 
revolutions, 9 

Nodes of planets
Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn 

cross ecliptic at nodes,' 63 
move along ecliptic, 10-18, 63 
position of ascending nodes, 

16
Nonagcsimal point, 70 

altitude, 75 
zenith-distance, 74 

Numbers, classes of, enumerated 
by powers of ten, 21

Oblique ascension, equivalents 
in, of quadrants of ecliptic, 72 

Omitted lunar days, 53 
Orbits, of planets, in yojan as, 13 

movement of planets on, 51' 
surround Earth as center, 56, 

64
Orient-sine, 74

PahcasiddhCudihCt, 10, 12 n., 18, 
19, 04, 05

Parallax, 75-70
Perpendicular, how determined, 

30
Perpendiculars, from intersection 

of diagonals of trapezium, 27
Plane figure, area of any, 27
Planets, as lords of the days, 

56-57
calculated from conjunctions 

with the Moon, 81 
conjunctions past and future 

calculated from distance 
apart, 41
number in a yuga, 51 

cross ecliptic at nodes or con- 
 ̂ junctions, 63 

diameters, 15
distance from Earth at wliich 

visible, 63-64
driven by provector wind, 60 
epicycles, 18, 51, 58-59, 61 
greatest deviation from eclip

tic, 16
half dark, half light, 04 
mean, 57, 58, 59, 60 

motion, 57, 58 
move with equal speed, 55 
movement of apsides, 10-18, 

52
on orbits and eccentric cir
cles, 57

nodes move along ecliptic, 03 
orbits of, in yojanas, 13 
periods of revolution differ 

because orbits differ in 
size, 50

positions of apsides and as
cending nodes, 16 

relative i)ositiou with refer
ence to Earth as center, 56 

revolutions, 9
of conjunctions, 9 

time in which they traverse 
distance equal to circle of 
asterisrns and of sky, 55 

true distance from Earth, 61
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true . places, calculation of, 
50-Gl 

yuga of, 53 
Plumb-line, 30
Prdas, dwell at Vadavumukha, 

69
see southern half o f stellar 

sphere, 69
see Sun for half a year, 09 

Prime v’ertical, GO
altitude of Sun on, 74 

Progression, arithmetical, num- 
■ ber of terms, 36 

sum, 35-3G
of any number of terms 

taken anywhere witliin, 
35-36

of series made by taking 
sum of terms, 37 

suras of series made by taking 
squares and cuScs of 
terras, 37-3S 

Proportion, 39 
Provector wind, 60 
Prthudaka, quoted, 66 
Pyramid, volume, 26

Quadrilateral, construction, 30 
formed in quadrant of circle, 

28

Radius, 61, 72, 74, 80
equals chord of onc-sixth cir

cumference, 27 
square of, 71, 77 

Reciprocal division, 42-46, 48- 
49

Revolutions, of apsis of Moon, 9 
of asterisms are sidereal days, 

52
of conjunctions of planets, 9 
o f Earth eastward, 9 
of epicycles, 51 
of node of Moon, 9 
o f Sun, are solar years, 52 

Moon, and planets, 9

in yugn  equal years of 
yugn, 15

time and place from which 
calculated, 9

Right ascension, equivalents in, 
of signs of zodiac, 71 

Romaka, 6S 
Rule of three, 39

Saturn. S ee  Planets 
farthest from Earth, 56 

Scries, made bv taking sum of 
terms of arithmetical progres
sion, 37
made by taking squares and 

cubes of terms of arith
metical progression, 37-3S 

Shadow, midday, 74 
Shadow of Earth, causes eclii>sc 

of Moon, 78
diameter of, in orbit of Moon, 

79
length, 78
made of darkness, 78 
moves along ecliptic, 63 

Shadow of gnomon, 31-33 
Sidereal day, 52 
Sidereal innu<}ikd, 51 
Siddhapura, 68 
Signs of zodiac, 13, 56 

day-circle of, 71 
right ascension, equivalents 

in, 71 
sine of, 71 

Sine of Sun, 72
Sines, construction of, on radius 

of quadrant, 28 
table of sine-differences, 19 

calculation of, 29 
Sky, circumference of, 13, 14, 55 
Solid with twelve edges, 21 
Solar year, 52, 53, 69 
Space, measurement of, 51 
Sphere, volume, 27

8$ ARVABIIATlVA

wooden, made to ro\ i>lve, 70 
half of stellar sphere de

picted on, 70 
Square, defined, 21 
Square root, 22-24 
Sripati, quoted, 66
Sun, ami)litude, 73, 74 

apsis, position of, 16 
base-sine, 73
calculated from conjunction 

of Earth and Sun, 81 
diameter, 15 
eclipse. See Eclipses 
epicycle of apsis, 18 
Lord of Sunday, 56-57 
made of fire, 78 
moves along ecliptic, 63 
orbit is one-sixtieth circle of 

asterisms, 13
. relative position among plan

ets, 56
revolutions, 9, 52

in yuga equal years of 
yuga, 15 

sine of, 72
altitude. S ee  Altitude 

true place, calculation of, 59 
visible to gods and P relas for 

half a year, 69 
to Fathers for half a 

month, 69
to men for half a day, 69 

Sunrise school, 11 n. 
Siiryasiddhdnta, 10, 12, 14, 18, 

19, 57, 64, 72, 73

Three, rule of, 39

Time, boginningle.ss and end 
lcs.s, 55
measurement, 51 

Total obscuration, in eclipse, 79 
Trapezium, area, 27 

. pcrj>endicular from intersec
tion of diagonals, 27 

Triangle, area, 26 
construction, 30 
formed in quadrant of circle, 

28
hypotenuse of right-angle, 31. 

33
True places of planets, 59-61

Ujjain, 22J degrees north of 
Lanka, 68

Vadavumukha, 68, 69 
Vasandvdrtlika, 66, 67 
Venus. See Planets 
Versed sine, of Moon, 77 
Volume, pyramid, 20

solid with twelve cdire ,̂ 21 
sphere, 27

Yavakoti, 68 
Year, 51 

of gods, 53 
of the Fathers, 53 
of men, 53 
solar, 53, 69

Zenith-distance, 75 
Zero, 6-7
Zodiacal signs. See Signs



SANSKRIT INDEX
A gra, 43, 45-46, 49 
A grd, 73 
A ghana, 24-26 
A n gola , 16 
Adhikonam , 79 
A nulom a, 58, 65 
Antyavarga, 2, 6 
A ya n a , 51, 77
Avarga, letters and places, 2-5.

m square root, 22-24 
A vasarpini, 53 
ASra, 21 n., 26 n.
ASvayuja, 51 
A kS iakakpjd , 14, 55 
Ak^adrkkarman, 77 
Ak§avalana, 80 
Ayanadikkarm an, 77 
Ayanavalana, SI

IndSccdl, 54

Ucca, 51, 52, 58 
Ulkramanam, 77 
Utsarpiril, 53 
U dayajyd, 74 
Unmay.iala^ 69, 72 
U pacili, 37

K ak§yd , 57
Kak^ydman^dala, 57, 58 
K an yd , 63 
iCam, 1 
K arkaia, 31 
iTarpa, 30, 33, 61, 62 
K alpa , 12 
K u ^ k a ,  xiv 
Kuiraddl, 75  
iCoft, 70,71

/Co#*, 32, 33 
A'Aa, 7
Kharkinavaka, 7 
K ha ijtla , 31

Gur^akarahhdgahdra, 40 
Gala, 70
Grahajaca, 13, 62 
Grahavega, 62 
Gram , 34 
Ghotikd, 72 
Ghana, defined; 21 

in cube root, 24-26

Cakra, 70 
CalurbhUja, 30 
Caluryuga, 55 
Cilighana, 37 
Caitra, 55 
Chdyd, 75 
Cheda, 73
Tufa, 60 
Taulya, 63 
Tribhuja, 30

Difc, 80
D u^ am d , 53-54 
Dffc, 75
Drkkarm an, 77  
Drkk^epajyd, 74, 76 
DTkk§epamarjtdala, 70 
Drggatijyd, 75, 76 
D rg jyd ,7 5  
Dtghheda, 76
Dfhmajpidldt 70
Dvdda§dsra, 21 
Dvicchedagra, 43

89

90 Ar y a b h a t I y a

ATadl, 51
2Vr» measurement of, 16 

number in a yojana, 15

PaAkti, 22 
P a ribh S 0 , 8 
Purva, 24, 26 
Purvapak-^a, 65, 67 
PralimaijLdala, 57 
Pralilom a, 58 
Prdna, 13

number in a vinddikd, 51

Bham , 14 
B hujd , 3 1 -3 3

M adhyajyd , 74 
M adhyahndt kram a, 80 
M andd, 60, 61 
Mandakarria, 61 
M andagaU, 50  
M andaphala, 59-60 
M andocca, 52, 58, 60 
M ilhydjhdna, 9, 14, 65, 67 
M in a , 63
Me?a, 9, 11, 16, 60, 63, 71
Yuga, beginning of, 9, 5o 

at midnight, 11 n. 
at sunrise, 9, 11 n. 

division into four equal parts, 
12

. measurement of, 53 
names for parts of, 53 
number in period of a Manu, 

12
revolutions of Earth, Sun, 

Moon, and planets in, 9 
years of, equal revolutions of 

Sun, 15
Yugapdda, 12, 54
Yoga, of Sun and Earthy 52,81
Yojana, measure of increase and

decrease o f Earth, 64 
measurement of, 15 

Yojanas, in circumference of sky, 
13
in planet’s orbit, 13 
o f parallax, 76
same number traversed by 

each planet in a day, 55

RdU , 13

Varga, defined, 21 
in square root, 22-24 
letters and places, 2-7 

Valana, 80-81 
Vinddikd, 51 
Vitnarddrdha, 79 
VUoma, 65 
V yatipdta, 51 
V yastam , 60

Sanku, 71, 72, 73 
Sahkutala, 73  
Saiikvagra, 73  

. Sara, 33 
Sigkrakarxna, 61 
Slghragati, 58 
Sighraphala, 59-60 
Slghrocca, 52, 58 
Satyd devoid, 1 
Samadalako\l, 26 
Sam pdtaiara, 34-35 
Su^amd, 53-54 
Sthdndntare, 22  
Sthityardha, 79 
Sphuta, 60, 61 
Sphuyim adhya, 60 
SvayambhU, 1, 81 
Svavrtta, 31

H asta, 16
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